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SUMMARY 


Weeks Australia Limited, as Operator for a consortium which holds 

petroleum exploration permits OP213 and OP214 in the Northern 

Territory, carried out geological and geophysical work during 

1982 to investigate the geology and petroleum potential of the 

two permit areas. 

Field geological mapping, supplemented by photo-geological studies, 

of the Palaeozoic and Proterozoic outcrops in each permit was done 

to confirm the basic geological framework of the area. A 

reconnaissance seismic reflection survey was shot to investigate 

the regional subsurface structural setting. The seismic data 

quality obtained in OP213 was generally good, but was very poor 

in OP214. A magnetic survey was carried out in OP214 with the 

objective of mapping the structure of the Proterozoic section 

using magnetic anomalies believed to be due to shallow basic 

volcanics interbedded with the Bitter Springs Formation. 

A regional interpretation of the geological and geophysical data 

in the Amadeus Basin suggests that the permits lie to the south 

of the main Palaeozoic depocentre, but that a sub-basin containing 

a substantial thickness of Proterozoic sediment underlies the area. 

A thin section of Palaeozoic sediments crop out across the northern 

part of the permits and are strongly and sometimes complexly 

folded. The structures are eroded and it is unlikely that the 

reservoir units would be sealed. The seismic data has revealed 

that the Palaeozoic sediments are widespread throughout the rest 

of OP213 but are generally less than 1,100 metres thick and are 

not folded. It is concluded that the Palaeozoic section is not 

prospective in OP213 and OP214. 

The seismic data shows that the Proterozoic formations are 

complexly folded and faulted into large structures, although the 

data is too sparse to present a coherent structural picture of 

the area. The structures are often severely eroded. The most 

attractive structure revealed so far was tested b~ Erldunda No. 1 
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and found to be dry. Assessment of the geochemical data available 

for the Proterozoic in this area suggests that its source rock 

potential is poor. Its reservoir potential also appears very 

poor. Thus in spite of a favourable structural setting, the 

petroleum prospects of the Proterozoic also appear poor in OP213 

and OP214. 

The magnetic data is useful in mapping a shallow magnetic horizon 

but the stratigraphic position of this horizon has yet to be 

confirmed. 
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1. 	 INTRODUCTION 

Permits to prospect for petroleum Nos. OP213 and OP214 were 

awarded by the Minister for Mines and Energy of the Northern 

Territory to Northern Metals Pty Ltd and McCormack and Co. 

on sixth October 1981 for a period of five years. A subsequent 

Agreement dated 18 December, 1981 transferred the interests in 

the permit to the following group according to the percentages 

indicated: 

Northern Metals Pty Ltd 5% 

John McCormack 2~% 

Michael Ward 2~% 

Lennard Oil N.L. 6~% 

Magnet Metals Ltd 6~% 

Monarch Petroleum N.L. 6~% 

Stirling Petroleum N.L. 6~% 

Phoenix Oil and Gas N.L. 25% 

Weeks Australia Limited 40% 

Weeks Australia Limited is the operator for the consortium in 

both permits. The work commitment for the permit areas appears 

in Appendix 1. 

The permits are located in the southern Northern Territory close 

to the South Australian border (Figure 1) and lie within the 

KULGERA*, AYERS ROCK and LAKE AMADEUS 1:250,000 map sheet areas. 

The pastoral properties of Erldunda, Mt. Ebenezer, Angas Downs 

and Curtin Springs cover the area of the permits. Geologically 

the permit areas are situated in the southern Amadeus Basin 

(Plate 1.). 

The area was previously covered by OP130, which was held by 

Exoil (N.S.W.) Pty Ltd during the 1960's. This company carried 

out aeromagnetic and seismic surveying and drilled a well, 

Erldunda No. I, in the permit during 1964 and 1965. 

* 	 References to 1:250,000 map sheet areas are shown in 

capital letters. 
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The Bureau of Mineral Resources (B.M.R.) carried out extensive 

regional geological mapping of the Amadeus Basin between 1949 

and 1964, and also did reconnaissance gravity and aeromagnetic 

surveys over the Basin in 1961/62 and 1965 respectively. 

The following program of field work was carried out by the 

Operator during the first year of the permits' terms: 

(a) Geological mapping was done in OP213 and OP214. 

(b) 154 km of seismic reflection surveying was 

recorded in OP213. 

(c) 88 km of seismic reflection surveying was recorded 

in OP214. 

(d) An aeromagnetic survey was done in OP214. 

In addition, a photo-geological interpretation was made of the 

area, previous geological and geophysical work was reviewed 

and the old data integrated with the new information as 

appropriate. 
~ 
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2. REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

General 

The Amadeus Basin is a large elongated sedimentary depression 

located in central Australia across the southern part of the 

Northern Territory below latitude 23°30'. It is orientated in 

an east-west direction and has an area of about 150,000 sq. km. 

The northern and southern limits of the Basin are well defined 

by outcropping Precambrian igneous and metamorphic rocks of 

the Arunta Complex and the Musgrave-Mann Complex respectively. 

The Basin extends into Western Australia where the margin is 

obscured by sand cover, although the section is thinning 

rapidly to the west. Eastwards the Amadeus Basin is overlapped 

by the Great Artesian Basin in the vicinity of Longitude 135°. 

The Amadeus Basin succession consists of Proterozoic, Cambrian, 

Ordovician, Silurian (?) and Devono-Carboniferous sedimentary 

rocks with a total thickness of the order of 10,000 metres. This 

sequence is overlain by superficial Permian, Mesozoic, Tertiary 

and Quaternary sediments. The Basin has an asymmetric shape 

with the thickest section being adjacent to the northern 

margin. The Proterozoic and Lower Palaeozoic strata are of 

marine origin, whereas the overlying Silurian to Carboniferous 

strata are continental deposits. 

Two major orogenies have affected the area and several other 

tectonic movements have occurred throughout the history of the 

Basin. The Petermann Ranges Orogeny was a Late Proterozoic 

or Early Cambrian orogeny which was centred in the southwest 

of the area and caused intense deformation of the basement 

rocks and sediments in the south. The Alice Springs Orogeny 

was most intense along the northern margin and probably 

occurred during the late Devonian to Carboniferous. 

The stratigraphic framework and regional tectonics of the 

Amadeus Basin were largely established by the Bureau of Mineral 

Resources during an extended period of mapping from 1949 to 
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1964, and has been presented in their Bulletin 100 by Wells, 

Forman, Ranford and Cook, (1970). The following summary is 

based largely on this work. The summary applies mainly to 

the southern part of the Basin. The regional geology is shown 

in Plate 1 and the generalised stratigraphy for the southern 

part of the Basin in Figure 2. 

Stratigraphy 

Upper Proterozoic: 

Precambrian igneous and metamorphic basement rocks are 

unconformably overlain by about 3,000 - 4,000 metres of 

unmetamorphosed Upper Proterozoic sediments. Sedimentation 

began with the deposition of the Heavitree Quartzite in the 

north, and its equivalent, the Dean Quartzite in the southwest, 

which consist mainly of silicified quartz sandstone with minor 

conglomerate. 

The quartzite is overlain conformably by the Bitter Springs 

Formation, an arenaceous, carbonate and evaporite sequence. 

It is divided into two members, the lower Gillen Member 

consisting mainly of dolomite with gypsum and salt, and the 

upper Loves Creek Member, consisting of interbedded dolomite, 

sandstone, siltstone and shale, with some gypsum towards the 

base. 

Disconformably overlying the Bitter Springs Formation is the 

Inindia Beds, consisting of sandstone, siltstone and shale, 

some of it tillitic, and with chert fragments towards the top 

and an occasional interbed of dolomite. The Inindia Beds are 

correlated with the Areyonga Formation of the northern part of 

the Basin. 

The Winnall Beds overlie the Inindia Beds unconformably, 

although in many places it is with apparent conformity. They 

are a clastic sequence which has been divided into four units, 

consisting of, from bottom to top: 
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Unit 1 shale and siltstone 

Unit 2 sandstone 

Unit 3 shale and siltstone 

Unit 4 sandstone 

The Winnall Beds are partly the equivalent of the Pertatataka 


Formation of the northeast. 


Cambrian: 


The Pertaoorrta Group comprises a wide variety of rocks 


including sandstone, siltstone, shale, limestone, dolomite 


and salt (halite), and ranges in age from late Proterozoic or 


early Cambrian to late Cambrian. The main area of deposition 


lies close to the northern margin of the Basin and it thins 


rapidly to the south. Only thin sequences of it have been 


recognised in the Erldunda-Curtin Springs area. It is unconform

able on the Upper Proterozoic. 


Cambro-Ordovician: 


The Larapinta Group ranges in age from Upper Cambrian to Upper 


Ordovician and was generally deposited conformably or discon


formably on the Pertaoorrta Group, but towards the southern 


part of the Basin, the upper formations were deposited unconform


ably on Proterozoic rocks. It includes five formations which 


in ascending order are: Pacoota Sandstone, Horn Valley Siltstone, 


Stairway Sandstone, Stokes Siltstone and Carmichael Sandstone. 


The Pacoota Sandstone and Horn Valley Siltstone occur in the 


northern half of the Basin, only the upper three being present 


in the Erldunda-Curtin Springs area. 


The Stairway Sandstone is a fine to coarse grained, cross-bedded 


sandstone, with conglomerate beds at the base and some interbeds 


of siltstone and phosphorite. 


The Stokes Siltstone is a sequence of siltstone and shale with 


minor interbeds of limestone and sandstone. 
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The Carmichael Sandstone is composed mainly of cross-bedded 

sandstone and silty sandstone, with interbeds of siltstone and 

shale common throughout the formation. 

Silurian/Devonian (?): 

The Mereenie Sandstone unconformably overlies the Larapinta 

Group and although it crops out sporadically throughout much 

of the Amadeus Basin, the southern limit of deposition was 

about latitude 25°10' S. There are isolated outcrops along 

the northern edge of the OP213/214 areas. 

Devonian to Carboniferous: 

A thick sequence of continental siltstone, sandstone and 

conglomerate of probable Devonian to Carboniferous age, called 

the Pertnjara Group, occurs in the northern part of the Basin. 

It thins rapidly to the south and interfingers with the Finke 

Group in the southeast. Equivalents of these two groups 

probably occur over opts 213 and 214. 

Mesozoic: 

Remnants of the De Souza Sandstone (Jurassic?) and the Rumbalara 

Shale (Cretaceous) occur in the Erldunda area, representing the 

most northwesterly encroachment of the Great Artesian Basin into 

the area of the Amadeus Basin. 

Cainozoic: 

Superficial deposits of Tertiary and Quaternary sediments occur 

throughout the area. 

Structure 

Nappe structures occur on the northern, northeastern and 

southwestern margins of the Amadeus Basin. Basement rocks 

and the sedimentary cover are intimately involved in the 

folding and thrusting. The largest is the Petermann Ranges 

Nappe on the southwest margin, which extends for at least 

200 miles in an east-west direction and its middle limb is 
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overturned and overthrust for 30 miles across the strike 

(Forman, in Wells and others, 1970). The Arltunga and Ormiston 

Nappe complexes are smaller nappe structures on the northern side 

of the Basin. 

The sedimentary rocks within the Amadeus Basin are strongly 

folded. There are at least two major periods of folding, one 

in the late Proterozoic or early Cambrian and one probably in 

the Carboniferous. The late Proterozoic folds are observed 

mostly in the south, although they are poorly exposed. 

Generally only tight synclines with flat plunges are preserved, 

with steep dips and overturning occurring in some areas. The 

Carboniferous folding is well exposed in the northern part of 

the Basin. The folds extend for great distances and may be 

overturned with faulting and thrusting common. 

Although the Bitter Springs Formation is often exposed in the 

core of many of the structures, the Heavitree Quartzite or 

basement rocks never are. It therefore appears that the 

basement and Heavitree Quartzite were not involved in the 

folding and that a plane of decollement existed in the Bitter 

Springs Formation. In the northeastern part of the Basin a 

second plane of decollement existed in the Chandler Limestone 

of the Pertaoorrta Group (Forman, in Wells and others, 1970). 

Geological History 

The sedimentary history of the Amadeus Basin began with the 

widespread deposition of a blanket sand (Heavitree and Dean 

Quartzites) laid down on a stable epicontinental shelf, the 

original deposition extending well beyond the present margins 

of the Basin. The Bitter Springs Formation had a similar 

distribution but the marine conditions had become restricted 

and more saline, causing the deposition of an evaporitic 

sequence followed by dolomites. 

Subsequently, the Amadeus Basin was affected by two major 

orogenies and four other epeirogenic movements. 
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The Areyonga Movement caused an unconformity between the Bitter 

Springs Formation and the Areyonga Formation in the northeast 

of the Basin, although elsewhere the Bitter Springs is overlain 

with only disconformity by the Areyonga and its equivalent, 

the Inindia Beds . Areas to the north and south were uplifted 

and the Basin took on its present day outline. The Inindia 

Beds were deposited in a subsiding depression in the south 

while the Areyonga Formation was deposited on a northern shelf 

under paralic conditions. A period of glaciation is recognised 

in the Areyonga Formation and is correlated with thin tillitic 

beds near the top of the Inindia Beds . 

A further Proterozoic event, The Souths Range Movement, 

occurred which produced angular unconformity between the 

Inindia Beds and the Winnall Beds in the south. Deposition 

continued in a southern subsiding zone and on a northern 

shelf. An east-west linear zone across the centre of the Basin 

was probably the hinge line between the shelf and depression. 

The Proterozoic period of sedimentation was terminated by the 

Petermann Ranges Orogeny in the late Proterozoic or early 

Cambrian. The Petermann Ranges Nappe structure was formed 

along the southwest margin of the Basin where the folding was 

most severe. Within the southern Proterozoic depression, the 

Orogeny produced tight folding and thrusting in the sediments 

above a decollemp.nt surface in the Bitter Springs Formation. 

The intensity of the folding decreased northward and its 

effect was probably negligible north of the Proterozoic 

hinge-line. 

Following the Petermann Ranges Orogeny, the depocentre of 

sedimentation shifted to the northern Amadeus Basin and the 

Cambrian Pertaoorrta Group was laid down unconformably on 

the Proterozoic sediments under continental to deltaic 

conditions in the west and marine to saline conditions in the 

northeast. The Cambro-Ordovician Larapinta Group was 

deposited in a widespread shallow epeiric sea, resting 

conformably on the Pertaoorrta Group in the north and 

http:decollemp.nt
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disconformably in the centre, with the younger formations 

transgressing the Pertaoorrta Group and resting unconformably 

on the Proterozoic towards the south. 

The Lower Palaeozoic marine sedimentation was terminated by an 

epeirogenic movement (The Rodingan Movement) which caused 

broad uplift and was followed by large scale erosion, reducing 

the area to a peneplain. The Siluro-Devonian Mereenie 

Sandstone was formed from the resulting deserts by both 

fluviatile and aeolian action and perhaps partly deposited 

in a shallow sea. A further movement in the Devonian (The 

Pertnjara Movement) caused uplift of a large block of Proterozoic 

and Palaeozoic rocks along the northern margin of the Basin. 

These were deeply eroded and a large thickness of continental 

molasse, the Pertnjara Group, was deposited on the southern 

flanks of the uplift in the northern part of the present 

Amadeus Basin. 

The Pertnjara Group and the older Palaeozoic and Proterozoic 

rocks were strongly folded by the Alice Springs Orogeny 

during the late Devonian to Carboniferous. The Ormiston and 

Arltunga Nappe Complexes were formed along the northern margin 

and large scale and extensive folding and thrusting occurred in 

the northern part of the Basin above decollement surfaces in the 

Bitter Springs Formation and the Chandler Limestone of the 

Pertaoorrta Group. 

The deposition of the Pertnjara Group and the deformation 

caused by the Alice Springs Orogeny are the final phases of the 

formation of the Amadeus Basin. Subsequently the Basin has 

been subjected to prolonged erosion and the superficial deposition 

of Cainozoic sediments. It has been overlapped to some extent 

in the southeast by Mesozoic sediments of the Great Artesian 

Basin. 
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Petroleum Occurrence 

One oil and gas field, Mereenie, and two dry gas fields, 

Palm Valley and Dingo, have been discovered in the Amadeus 

Basin. All three are in the northern part of the Basin and are 

on anticlinal structures, the first two of which have surface 

expression. 

The Mereenie field contains about 50 million kilolitres 

(300 million barrels) of oil in place, reservoired in the 

Pacoota Sandstone. The Palm Valley field has been estimated to 

have about 2 billion cubic metres (70 billion cubic feet) of 

recoverable dry gas although in-place gas may be much greater. 

The main reservoir is again the Pacoota Sandstone with the lower 

stairway Sandstone being a secondary reservoir. There have 

been other shows from the Larapinta Group and in 1982, the West 

Walker No.1 well produced a flow of about 15,000 cubic metres 

per day (500,000 cubic feet per day) of gas from the Pacoota 

Sandstone. 

The gas field discovered by Dingo No. 1 occurs in the basal 

part of the Pertaoorrta Group (Arumbera Sandstone), which at 

this location is thought to be late Proterozoic in age. Other 

oil and gas shows have been reported from various Cambrian units 

of the Pertaoorrta Group. 

Ooraminna No. 1 recovered about 340 cubic metres per day 

(12,000 cubic feet per day) of dry natural gas from shales and 

dolomitic limestone of the Proterozoic Areyonga Formation. 

The Larapinta Group is regarded as the most prospective sequence 

for petroleum in the Amadeus Basin. The Pacoota Sandstone is 

the main reservoir and the Horn Valley siltstone is probably 

the source for the oil and gas found in the Pacoota and Stairway 

Sandstones. However, as the other discoveries and shows 

enumerated above demonstrate, the Proterozoic and Cambrian 

sections also have some potential. 
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3. GEOLOGICAL FIELD WORK 

OP213 and OP214 fall within parts of the 1:250,000 map sheets 

KULGERA, AYERS ROCK and LAKE AMADEUS. The Bureau of Mineral 

Resources mapped these sheets in the years 1962 and 1963. 

They identified late Proterozoic and early to middle Palaeozoic 

rocks that trend in an east-westerly direction along the northern 

boundary of OP213. In this permit rock outcrops account for 

approximately one-quarter of one percent of the total area. 

These outcrops continue into OP214 where they trend more north

westerly. In the central part of this permit there is additional 

outcrop of late Proterozoic and early Palaeozoic rocks. Late 

Proterozoic rocks again outcrop near the southern boundary. In 

all rock outcrop accounts for some two and a third percent of 

the total area of this permit. 

Two months of reconnaissance field work was undertaken by two 

geologists for the purpose of familiarising the operator with 

the outcrop geology and thereby allowing for a better under

standing of the B.M.R. mapping as well as gaining an insight 

into the surface expression of the structural style of this 

region. 

The generalised stratigraphy of the southern Amadeus Basin is 

given in Figure 2,and Plate 2 is a composite geological map of 

the area of OP213 and OP214 at a scale of 1:250,000. 

In this chapter the results of the field geology have been 

described area by area, starting in the east of permit OP213 

with the Mt. Sunday Range and continuing west into permit OP214. 

Descriptive geology is included for each area beginning with the 

oldest of the Proterozoic rocks and finishing with the youngest 

Palaeozoic or Mesozoic rocks. The structural history is briefly 

described along with a condensed summary of the lithologies. 
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12. 

The geology in OP214 west of longitude 132 0 has been described 

for the areas south and north of Curtin Springs with the latter 

being subdivided into a northern area with predominantly 

Proterozoic outcrop and a southern area where Palaeozoic rocks 

predominate. 

Figure 3 shows the outline of major outcrops within the permits 

. and the position of the location diagrams that follow. These 

diagrams show stations referred to in the text as well as the 

direction of cross-sections and the outline of surface outcrops. 

The colour coding for the outcrops in these figures is the same 

as that used on plate 2. Most location maps and the horizontal 

scale of the diagrammatic cross-sections are drawn to photo 

scale (1:80,000). 

This chapter has been written with little reference to the 


seismic interpretation. 
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THE MT. SUNDAY RANGE 

Part of this westerly plunging anticline is located in the 

northeast corner of OP213 and on the east side of the Alice 

Springs - Kulgera Highway. The axis of the anticline is 

traceable for 13 km and is likely to extend in the subsurface 

for an additional 10 km or more. The axial trace curves in 

the direction west-east, east northeast and back to the east 

southeast. 

The Cambrian Pertaoorrta Group outcrops in the eroded core at the 

eastern end and shows gentle rollover with shallow westerly plunge 

of 5° to 10°. Some 10 m of Pertaoorrta Group are overlain 

conformably by the Stairway Sandstone without basal conglomerate 

with the main Stairway Sandstone outcropping some 60 m above. 

(This intervening 60 m is regarded as Pertaoorrta Group by the 

B.M.R.) 

At the eastern end of the anticline the Stairway Sandstone may 

be conformably overlain on the north side by poorly exposed 

Stokes Siltstone which in turn is conformably overlain by flat 

irons of Carmichael Sandstone that dip north at 35°. B.M.R. 

mapping shows the Carmichael Sandstone to be conformably overlain 

by the Mereenie Sandstone which in turn is overlain by the 

Pertnjara Group. 

In Permits OP213/214 the Mt. Sunday Range is unique in being a 

Palaeozoic anticline with visable rollover. Its formation is 

likely to be due to movement associated with the Devono

Carboniferous Alice Springs Orogeny. 

It seems likely that the anticline continues to the west in the 

subsurface and some expression of it should be found north of 

the Er1dunda Range. 
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Lithology 

Pertaoorrta Group 


Sandstone, dolomitic limestone, dolomite - banded to thinly 


bedded and fined grained. An overlying interval of siltstone 


and silty sandstone which may be Pertaoorrta Group is fine to 


coarse grained, poorly sorted, cross-bedded and has thin beds 


of soft silty sandstone and micaceous silty sandstone. 


Stairway Sandstone 


Sandstone - thin to massively bedded, cross-bedded, fine to 


coarse grained and pebbly, siliceous in part and with casts 


of burrows and invertebrate tracks. 


Stokes Siltstone 


Sandstone - poorly bedded with laminations to thin beds, 


silty, fine to coarse grained at times poorly sorted, 


kaolinitic and with some invertebrate tracks. 


Carmichael Sandstone 


Sandstone - jointed and quartz veined, kaolinitic, laminated 


to medium bedded, often poorly sorted and with fine to 


medium grains. 


Mereenie Sandstone 


Sandstone - weathered, porous, laminated to thickly bedded 


and very fine to medium grained. {B.M.R.} 
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ERLDUNDA RANGE (Figures 4,5) 

Bitter Springs Formation 

Several small outcrops are present in the Erldunda Range. They 

are of limited extent and exposure. On the surface .the Bitter 

Springs Formation crops out as parallel ridges of very low 

relief - usually up to 5 m above surface. On photos this formation 

appears as fine, closely spaced parallel traces with little relief 

and can be distinguished from the Inindia Beds which show more 

prominent relief and angularity. The direction of dip would be 

difficult to determine from photos. 

The Bitter Springs Formation is present as discrete outcrops 

surrounded by the Inindia Beds, scree slope debris (Tertiary 

conglomerate, Quarternary alluvium) or alluvium. 

Outcrops at stations K67-1 and K75 dip to the south and roughly 

parallel the strike of the Inindia Beds. A further outcrop to 

the west parallels the strike of the Inindia Beds to the north 

and east but is at right angles to Inindia Beds further west. 

The Bitter Springs Formation outcrops may be insitu or a wedge 

caught up within the Inindia Beds. Its erratic presence in what 

appears to be a relatively undisturbed Proterozoic sequence, 

along with the adjacent sheared and slickensided Inindia Beds 

lends support to the latter. 

The Bitter Springs Formation dips south at 22° and strikes at 

078° and is overlain by the Inindia Beds with an attitude of 

068°/42°S. (When the B.M.R. information is included average 

attitude for the Inindia Beds becomes 079°/49°S.) The attitudes 

show a strong angular unconformity at the Bitter Springs Formation/ 

Inindia Beds boundary. At the close of deposition of the Bitter 

Springs Formation the basin subsided to the north along an axis 

parallel to the direction of strike. No north dipping Bitter 

Springs Formation is present in the Erldunda Ratige. 
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Inindia Beds 

The area of subcrop of the Inindia Beds is approximately 2.5 sq. km., 

the extent of outcrop is in the order of 0.1 sq. km. The main 

body of outcrop dips steeply to the south at between 38° and 62° 

(considerably more than the underlying Bitter Springs Formation) 

The small outcrop west of the main range is shown by the B.M.R. 

to dip east at 31°. The Inindia Beds have strong relief with 

ridges being sharp and well defined, with wide scree slopes that 

range in length from 100 m to 1,000 m. No contact was seen 

between the Inindia Beds and the underlying Bitter Springs 

Formation or the overlying Winnall Beds. 

Structurally the Inindia Beds dip south and rest unconformably 

on the Bitter Springs Formation. Outcrops are strongly faulted, 

sheared and veined. The close proximity of the Pertaoorrta 

Formation and the absence of both the Inindia and Winnall Beds 

to the north is suggestive of a thrust fault passing between the 

Inindia Beds and the Pertaoorrta Formation. Field and photo 

evidence neither support nor disprove this. The Winnall Beds to 

the south are topographically higher than the Inindia outcrops 

and are likely to have onlapped folded Inindia Beds prior to 

thrust faulting. 

The Bitter Springs Formation and Inindia Beds have undergone 

asymmetrical folding in an east-west direction (steeper dips to 

the north) followed by low angle thrust faulting along a bedding 

plane near the top of the Bitter Springs Formation. Folding 

within the Inindia Beds is seen elsewhere in OP214. The strong 

shearing and slickensiding may be due to the folding episode or 

associated with the thrust faulting. 

In the Er1dunda Range maximum thickness of Inindia Beds is 

estimated to be 1,200 m. 

Small outcrops of Inindia Beds are mainly blocky and bouldery. 

More extensive exposures consist of dip slopes. 
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Poorly defined bedding, often uniform grainsize and lack of 

sedimentary depositional structures makes it difficult to 

determine top and bottom of beds and overturning in the Inindia 

Beds may be undetected. 

Winnall Beds 

These beds crop out as prominent dip slopes over an area of 

4.25 sq. km. and form the southern portion of the Erldunda 

Range. They are gently onlapped to the south by Tertiary 

piedmont conglomerates and have steep Tertiary conglomerate 

scree slopes fringing their northern, updip side. The Winnall 

Beds dip at between 14° and 35° with an averaged attitude of 

072°/24°8. There is little difference in strike direction 

between these beds and the underlying Inindia Beds; their dip 

is half that of the Inindia Beds and their maximum exposed 

thickness is in the order of 970 m. 

The photos suggest that these Beds can be subdivided into an 

older more massive interval overlain by an interval with more 

frequent bedding. Creek traverses support this and indicate 

that the underlying more massive unit is some 330 m thick and 

consists of fine grained dark brown to purple brown sandstone. 

The overlying sandstone is well bedded with more laminations 

and thin beds and is conformable with the underlying unit. No 

contact is present between the Inindia and Winnall Beds. 

The Winnall Beds onlap steeper south dipping Inindia Beds. No 

north dipping component is present in the Erldunda Range. On 

the photos the strike direction of the southern most outcrops 

trends in a more northerly direction - 050° to 060°. Inindia 

and Winnall Beds are present in the eroded core of an anticline 

some 26 km to the north. 

Pertaoorrta Group 

This Group is estimated to subcrop for an area of 0.8 sq. km~ 

and may outcrop for half this amount. It is present to the 
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north of the Inindia Beds and is shown by the B.M.R. to outcrop 

east of the Winnall Beds. The Group does not crop out south of 

the Winnall Beds. No contact was observed between the 

Pertaoorrta Group and the Inindia or Winnall Beds. 

On the north side of the Erldunda Range the Group is overlain 

unconformably by the Stairway Sandstone. 

The Pertaoorrta Group outcrops as eroded broad ridges and 

rounded hills and bedding mayor may not be present. When 

overlain by the Stairway Sandstone it is often covered by scree. 

Maximum thickness is thought to be 80 m to 160 m. The direction 

of dip of the beds varies along the northern outcrop - the 

following dips are recorded in a west to east direction (average 

strike is 084°), 40 0 N, 37°S, 44°N and overturned at 75°S (B.M.R.). 

The outcrop to the south, east of the Winnall Beds has an attitude 

of 293°/22°S (B.M.R.). The south dipping beds along the northern 

edge of the Erldunda Range are overturned. 

Along the northern edge of the Range the Pertaoorrta Group 

(unless overturned) dips north and uncomformably onlaps with 

steep dip the south dipping Inindia Beds and the Bitter Springs 

Formation. 

Midway between the Erldunda and Basedow Ranges the Pertaoorrta 

Group dips to the south. This outcrop represents the south flank 

of an anticline. 

Stairway Sandstone 

Crops out on the north side of the Erldunda Range over an area 

of some 1.3 sq. km. and disconformably overlies the Pertaoorrta 

Group. The contact is exposed at Station K65-1. The beds are 

overturned to the south at the west and east end of the main 

range. Further west they are offset to the south and curve to 

the northwest (330°) with shallow north and northeast dips of 

between 14° to 37°. 
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At Station K64 shallower dips to the north were noted and at 

K63 (2.6 km further south) south southwest dips of 27° to 45° 

were recorded indicating anticlinal rollover between these 

stations. 

In places the Stairway Sandstone is disconformably to unconformably 

overlain by the Pertnjara Group. In the main range the 

Stairway Sandstone crops out as the most northerly line of 

prominent ridges. It is absent in the vicinity of the south 

dipping Pertaoorrta outcrop and becomes less prominent further 

west as its dip decreases. In this locality the sandstone outcrops 

as a line of low rolling hills with an occasional more resistant 

bed. 

In the main range the sandstone has an average strike of 080° 

and shows variable dips from 52° to 75° overturned to the south 

to an average of 52° to the north. 

The maximum thickness is in the order of 160 m. 

The Stokes Siltstone and overlying Carmichael Sandstone are not 

found in the Erldunda Range although they are well represented in 

the Mt. Sunday Range 12 km to the east northeast. It is likely 

that the Erldunda Range was a local high at the time of their 

deposition. 

Pertnjara Group 

This formation outcrops over a small area (0.15 sq. krn.) in the 

north part of the Erldunda Range. It unconformably overlies the 

Stairway Sandstone and crops out as an erosion remnant further 

to the north. The Pertnjara Group has a low profile and 

would be difficult to recognise on photos. At Station K68 the 

formation is overturned to the south with an attitude of 

068°/58°S. It consists of very thin to medium beds of medium 

and pale brown fine grained sandstone that is kaolinitic and has 

occasional coarse grains. A slickensided outcrop of Stairway 

Sandstone is present some 50 m to the south. The main outcrop 
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to the north as mapped by the B.M.R. comprised rubbly hematitic 

siltstone and is considered to be of Tertiary age. 

Beds thought to be Pertnjara Group occur at Station K69-l 

and form the resistant beds of a 5 m waterfall. Similar beds 

are found upstream at Station K69-3 and continue downstream for 

a short distance. This unit consists of jointed and brecciated, 

white, pale purple brown and red mottled siltstone, sandy 

siltstone and fine grained sandstone that is laminated and 

banded with some convolute bedding. 

Dips in the unit steepen to the south from 44°N at Station K69-l 

to 67°N at Station K69-3 located some 150 m north of the Pertnjara 

Group outcrop at Station K68 on the northern edge of the main 

range. 

The thickness of possible Pertnjara Group is approximately 

340 m. 

Rurnbalara Shale 

The Rurnbalara Shale was noted by the B.M.R. on the north side 

of the Erldunda Range just to the north of Station K69-1. The 

outcrop covers an area of about 0.3 sq. km. No outcrop was 

found at the southern end of this low, north-south trending 

ridge. 

Structural History 

The Bitter Springs Formation was laid down in the middle 

Proterozoic and is unconformably or disconformably overlain by 

the Inindia Beds. Some folding occurred during deposition of 

the Inindia Beds. They in turn are overlain with angular 

unconformity by the Winnall Beds. The Proterozoic sediments 

were folded and faulted by the Petermann Ranges Orogeny at the 

close of the Winnall Beds deposition. Some thrust faulting may 

have occurred at this time along with down tilting to the north 
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prior to deposition of the Cambrian Pertaoorrta Group. North 

dipping Pertaoorrta Group outcrops nearby and trends parallel 

to the strike of the south dipping Inindia Beds. The Stairway 

Sandstone of the Larapinta Group disconformably overlies the 

latter and is in turn unconformably overlain by the Pertnjara 

Group. Folding during the Alice Springs Orogeny caused 

some overturning of the Pertaoorrta and Larapinta Groups as 

well as the Pertnjara Group. Areas of slight subsidence 

were later infilled by the Mesozoic Rumbalara Shale. 

In'figure 5 cross-sections A, B, C, D (located in figure 4) 

are presented to show the relationships of stratigraphic units 

in the Erldunda Range. The south dipping Pertaoorrta Group ln 

section D is likely to be overturned as shown in section A. 

Lithology 

Bitter Springs Formation 

Dolomite, dolomitic (calcareous) sandy siltstone and silty 

sandstone. 

Inindia Beds 

Sandstone - thin to massively bedded and fine to medium 

grained. 

Winnall Beds 

Sandstone: Lower unit - fine grained, fissile, thin to 

massively bedded and with cross-beds. 

Upper unit - very fine to fine grained, 

laminated to medium bedded. 

Pertaoorrta Group 

Sandstone to silty sandstone - strongly slickensided, fine 

to medium grained and thin to medium bedded. 

Stairway Sandstone 

Sandstone - fine to coarse grained, poor to well bedded with 

very thin to thick beds. Cross-bedded, ripple marked and 

with invertebrate tracks. 
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THE ERLDUNDA RANGE TO THE BASEDOW RANGE 

(Figures 6, 7) 

A. 	 Group A Outcrops (station K62) 

The Pertaoorrta Group 

The Pertaoorrta Group crops out almost midway between the 

Erldunda and Basedow Ranges as scattered outcro~s which form 

a lo~ south dipping discontinuous ridge trending a little 

north of west. The beds have an attitude of 295°/14°S. At 

this locality some 9 m of Pertaoorrta are overlain with
• 

parallel unconformity by 3 m to 5 m of Stairway Sandstone 

with an attitude of 300 0 /17°S. 

The sequence is not overturned and forms the south flank of 

the anticline passing between Stations K63 and K64 to the 

east. The dips are relatively shallow (14° to 17° ) and are 

similar to those on the north flank at Station K64. Dips 

increase as outcrops approach the Erldunda Range. 

B. 	 Group B Outcrops (Stations K58, 58-1, 58-2, 60 and 61) 

12 km to the west northwest scattered outcrops are present 

for some 5 km and consist of Inindia Beds dipping to the 

northeast and south southwest (attitudes 300 0 /4°N, 065°/37°S, 

330 0 /35°N and 290 0 /50 0 S) overlain with angular unconformity 

by the Stairway Sandstone dipping to the south southwest 

(attitudes 300 0 /26°S - western end; 285°/42°S - eastern end). 

The Inindia Beds occur as bouldery pinnacles with surrounding 

scree slopes and contrast sharply with the low profile 

elongated ridges of the Stairway Sandstone. The scree slopes 

have subconchoidally fractured clasts of siltstone that are 

banded and varve-like. 

C. 	 Groupe Outcrops (Stations K59, 59-1, 59-2, 59-3) and Outcrops 

South and North 

7 km to the north and 7 km east of Gypsum Bore the Inindia 

Beds, Pertaoorrta Group and stairway Sandstone crop out in 
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several localities. At the southern outcrop the B.M.R. 

record Inindia Beds overlain by the Pertaoorrta Group and 

an attitude of 307°/45°N; one km to the north the 

Pertaoorrta Group crops out with an attitude of 355°/15°E. 

The largest outcrop consists of southwesterly dipping Inindia 

Beds (with north dips recorded by the B.M.R. near Station 

K59-3) and a narrow east plunging trough of shallow dipping 

Pertaoorrta Group south of the Inindia Beds. East of the 

Inindia Beds a small outcrop of Pertaoorrta Group dips 

steeply to the north. Inindia Beds are recorded (B.M.R.) 

2.5 km north of Gypsum Bore to the west. 

Structure for B. and C. (above) 

The presence of south dipping Stairway Sandstone is consistent 

with a westwards continuation of the Pertaoorrta/Stairway 

Sandstone anticline to the north of A. It is likely that this 

anticline reflects folded Inindia Beds in the core. The 

, conglomeratic Pertaoorrta Group noted at A (Station K62) is absent, 
at B and the Stairway Sandstone dips south at 39° and onlaps 

probably south dipping Inindia Beds (see cross-section E, Figure 

7). At the southern outcrop of C, (attitude 307°/45°N) the 

Pertaoorrta Group dips steeply into a generally east plunging 

irregularly shaped syncline. At the head of this syncline 

these beds overlie with angular unconformity steep dipping Inindia 

Beds that form the south flank of an east plunging anticline. 

The Pertaoorrta Group onlaps the northern flank with steep dip 

(50°, B.M.R.) north of Station K59-3. 

It is unlikely that the thrust fault on the north side of the 

Erldunda Range is present in this region. 

In A., B. and C. above, the area of outcrop of the Inindia Beds 

is estimated at 0.6 sq. km.; Pertaoorrta Group 0.4 sq. km. and 

Stairway Sandstone 0.5 sq. km. 
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Lithology 

A. Pertaoorrta Group 

The Pertaoorrta Group consists of massive to medium beds 

of conglomerate and medium to very thin beds of sandstone. 

Stairway Sandstone 


Sandstone - fine grained and thick bedded. 


B. 	 Inindia Beds 

Sandstone - strongly jointed, laminated to massively 

bedded and very fine to fine grained. 

Stairway Sandstone 

Sandstone - very fine to coarse grained, thin to thickly 

bedded with some cross-beds and ripple markings. Pebble 

cobble conglomerate - thick to massive with fine sand cement. 

c. 	 Inindia Beds 

Sandstone - very fine to fine grained, thin to massively 

bedded with the occasional cross-bed. 

Silty sandstone - very fine grained and thin to medium 

bedded. 

Angular pebbles and cobbles of Inindia Beds are present on 

the south side of a gently sloping ridge at KS9-3 and 

consist of white to purple brown, fine to medium grained 

siliceous sandstone. 

Small broken slabs of ochre red and grey, very fine grained 

siltstone can be found in the low lying areas between some 

Inindia Bed outcrops. 

Pertaoorrta Group 

Sandstone - fine grained, very thin to thick bedded and with 

the occasional bed of pebble to cobble conglomerate. 
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THE BASEDOW RANGE (Figures 8, 9) 

The Basedow Range is slightly arcuate to the south and extends 

for some 26 km in an east-west direction. The eastern end is 

some 9 km north of Mount Ebenezer Station. The Range is divided 

into an east and west section by a break in the outcrop of the 

Winnall Beds some 6 km from its eastern end. 

South of the western end of the Range shallow south dipping 

Stairway Sandstone onlaps south dipping Inindia Beds. These 

Beds form two prominent strike ridges some 13 km long. 

These ridges have an average attitude of 279°/34°S. At the 

western end the strike ridges swing to the south with an 

attitude of 022°/22°E. The photos suggest that faulting 

associated with this swing in strike direction may also effect 

the Larapinta Group to the north and west. 

The thickness of these south dipping Inindia Beds is some 310 m. 

The beds form the northern part of an easterly plunging syncline 

that is open to the south. 

1.2 km north of the strike ridges the Inindia Beds may rollover 

and dip north at 34° (Station K34) involving the same amount of 

section. At K34 these Inindia Beds are unconformably overlain 

by north dipping Stairway Sandstone which almost surrounds the 

entire Inindia Beds outcrop. 

Average attitude of beds on the south side of the Inindia Beds 

is 078°/11°S and for the north side (moving in a westerly 

direction) 335°/18°N, 308°/34°N and 079°/31°N. 

The thickness of the Stairway Sandstone on the south side at 

outcrop is some 75 m with a subcrop and outcrop thickness of 

280 m between Stations K17 and K18. 
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On the north side outcrop thickness is around 180 m. 

The Stairway Sandstone and Carmichael Sandstone are present 

along the south and north margins of the syncline some 1.6 km 

to the south of the western half of the Basedow Range. 

This syncline parallels the strike of the western half of the 

Range. On the north side of the syncline the Carmichael Sandstone 

has an average attitude of 090 0/27°S giving an outcrop thickness 

of some 40 m. To the east and south of the gap in the Range the 

outcrop thi~kness from photos is around 90 m. 

The Stokes Siltstone is recorded (B.M.R.) at the eastern end 

of the southern outcrop of the Inindia Beds. South dipping 

Stairway Sandstone unconformably overlies south dipping Winnall Beds 

along part of the southern edge of the main Range. In the eastern 

half of the Range the Stairway Sandstone is overlain by scattered 

outcrops of Stokes Siltstone and Carmichael Sandstone. 

The average attitude of the Stairway Sandstone on the south 

side of the Range varies from 275°/25°S in the west to 0700/22°S 

ln the east giving a thickness of Stairway Sandstone in the order 

of 125 m, thinning to around 70 m just west of Mallee Bore at 

the eastern end of the Range. 

At Station K55-4 some 7 m to 10 m of Stokes Siltstone crops out 

with an attitude of 065°/l7°S. 

The thickness of the Stokes Siltstone is estimated from photos 

to be in the range 20 m to 70 m. 

In the Western portion of the Range the Winnall Beds form a 

prominent series of strike ridges and dip slopes that continue 

for some 11 km. The beds dip south and their northern margin 

is a steep scree slope. At the eastern end the strike ridges 

are less prominent and of lower elevation. The Winnall Beds 

can be divided into two intervals on the photos with a more 

massive sand interval at the base. This interval is not 

present in the Winnall Beds at the eastern end of the Range. 
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East of Station K47 the Winnall Beds strike northeast for 1.2 km 

after which the strike reverts to the more usual east-west 

direction. This change in strike direction is likely to be 

associated with pre-Larapinta Group faulting. 

The average attitude for the western outcrop is 270 0 /23°S giving 

a section thickness of 400 m. It is possible that an additional 

80 m is present at the western end. The thicker bedded interval 

at the base would be 140 m to 200 m thick. 

The average attitude for the smaller eastern outcrop is 075°/28°S 

giving a section thickness of some 300 m thinning to around 190 m 

at the eastern end. 

The Inindia Beds outcrop at either end of the Range and form a 

narrow, intermittent ridge of low profile that runs parallel to 

and 800 m north of the Winnall Beds scree slope. This ridge 

becomes broader at the eastern end. (At Station K43 the 

Inindia Beds are offset to the north by a fault that may pass 

through Station K47.) Average attitude is 281°/33°S giving a 

thickness for the Inindia Beds of 480 m. 

North dipping Stairway Sandstone and overturned Carmichael 

Sandstone crop out some 5.5 km north of the gap in the Winnall 

Beds outcrop. 

The Carmichael Sandstone has undergone complex folding (Stations 

K49, K50) in which steep north dipping beds fold back on 

themselves by shortening in an east-west direction or are over

turned and dip to the south. The average attitude (with north 

dip) is 273°/43°N giving a thickness of some 100 m to 180 m. 

These faulted strike ridges have little relief and form the 

southern margin of a syncline 2 km to the north. The Carmichael 

Sandstone dips at 30 0 S (B.M.R.) along the northern margin of this 

syncline and its thickness is in the order of 140 m. 
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Further west the syncline plunges at 25° to the east and the 

Carmichael Sandstone crops out at the head of the syncline ln 

association with Stairway Sandstone, Pertaoorrta Group and 

Inindia Beds. 

At Station K34 there is probably a contact between a sandstone 

with brecciated jasper representing the Inindia Beds and medium 

and thin bedded sandstones with invertebrate tracks belonging 

to the Stairway Sandstone. This contact would be a parallel 

unconformity. To' the south, the contact between the Inindia 

Beds and Stairway Sandstone must be close to the Stairway 

Sandstone outcrop in the saddle to the west of K18. At this 

locality the Sandstone dips south at 14° and the Inindia Beds 

nearby dip south at around 33°. The contact would be an angular 

unconformity. The contact between Winnall Beds and Stairway 

Sandstone (Stations K56, K55-1) was located to within 2 km of 

section and although unseen appears to be conformable with 

south dips of around 28°. Nearby the Stairway Sandstone dips 

at 17° and the contact would be an angular unconformity. 

Similarly at Station K47 the proposed contact would be an 

angular unconformity. In the Larapinta Group contacts are more 

likely to be conformable. (Stairway Sandstone at K55-2 and 

Stokes Siltstone at K55-4 both dip south at 17°; the Carmichael 

Sandstone to the west has dips between 15° and 22°. 

Structure 

It is difficult to arrive at a consistent structural picture 

to explain the tectonic history of the Basedow Range along with 

the outcrops to the north and south. The seismic line 82-7 

shows a thrust fault just to the north of Mount Ebenezer Homestead 

with the south moving up and to the north. Some 1,200 m to 

1,500 m of Proterozoic section is lost to the south by erosion. 

This section includes the Winnall Beds. The seismic section to 

the north shows the Proterozoic Beds (Inindia and Winnall) 

subcropping or outcropping in the vicinity of Mallee Bore at 
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the eastern end of the Basedow Range. The Proterozoic beds are 

parallel, and show no thinning or onlap. The time lines gently 

curve upwards to the surface. The Larapinta Group shows probable 

thinning as it onlaps these beds. The Pertnjara Group overlies 

the Larapinta Group with a slight southward component of dip. The 

fault may continue northwestwards and pass close to Stations K47 

and K43. In this case its throw diminishes to the riorth as it 

barely displaces the Inindia Beds near K43. 

The Basedow Range formed in late Proterqzoic times (post Winnall 

Beds) in response to the Petermann Ranges Orogeny further to the 

West. It is likely that two .south dipping faults developed to the 

north and south of the present day Winnall outcrop. Uplift of 

some 1,200 m - 1,500 m occurred along these faults leaving the 

present Winnall Beds as a graben. Erosion removed the Winnall 

Beds from the upthrown blocks. The Proterozoic sediments underwent 

compressional folding accompanied by possible tilting to the south 

and reactivation of the northern fault as a thrust fault (south 

side thrust over the north). Further erosion followed with the 

Pertaoorrta Group being laid down in a higher energy environment, 

and onlapping Inindia Beds 6 km north of the western end of the 

Basedow Range. The Stairway Sandstone infilled the gently 

subsiding synclinal troughs and onlapped the exposed Proterozoic 

sediments with angular unconformity. The Stokes Siltstone is 

poorly represented in outcrop on the south side of the Range and is 

assumed to underlie the more extensive outcrops of Carmichael Sand

stone. The latter is also present in an overturned anticline 

(B.M.R.) 5 krn north of the Basedow Range. The sediments within 

the Larapinta Group are conformable. There is evidence of post 

Larapinta Group movement that is likely to be associated with 

the Alice Springs Orogeny in the Devono-Carboniferous. (See 

Figure 8 for cross-section.) 

Stratigraphic relationships are diagrammatically shown in 

cross-sections F, G, H, J. See Figure 9. 
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Lithology 

Inindia Beds 

(a) South of the Basedow Range [2.1 sq. km.] 

Sandstone - fine to granule grained, thin to massively 

bedded with some fining upwards sequences and cross-beds. 

Silty Sandstone - very fine to fine grained and very 

thin to medium bedded jasper sandstone breccia. 

(b) 	 North of the Basedow Range [0.1 sq. krn.] 

Sandstone and sandy siltstone - fine to medium grained, 

and poorly bedded with thin to medium beds with a 

silica or clay cement. 

Winnall Beds 

No traverse was made through the Winnall Beds in the maln 

Basedow Ranges so the lithology is biased to outcrop 

material accessible from the north. The thin bedded uppermost 

unit noted on the photos was not sampled. However it is 

similar in appearance to the younger Winnall Beds unit in 

the Erldunda Range. 

(a) 	 Western Basedow Range [5.5 sq. km.] 

Sandstone - fine grained, very thin to medium bedded 

and with occasional lamination, cross-bed, ripple mark 

and convolute bed. 

(b) 	 Eastern Basedow Range [1.25 sq. km.] 

Sandstone - very fine to fine grained well bedded with 

laminations to thick beds and an occasional cross-bed. 

Silty Sandstone - fine grained, very thin to massively 

bedded and with cross-beds, fissile. 

Shale 	- fissile, very thin to thinly bedded. 

Blebs 	of kaolin may make up 10% of the matrix. 
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Pertaoorrta Group [0.1 sq. km.] 


No data was obtained on the outcrop north of West Bore. 


Stairway Sandstone 


(a) 	 Surrounding the Inindia Beds 4.5 km south of the 

Western end of the Basedow Range [2.0 sq. km.] 

Sandstone - medium grained, friable and with fair 

porosity, very thin to thickly bedded, cross-bedded 

and with invertebrate tracks. 

(b) 	 The Basedow Range [1.75 sq. km.] 

Sandstone - fine to coarse grained, thin to thickly 

bedded and cross-bedded, invertebrate tracks and 

Dip1ocraterion. 

(c) 	 No data was obtained from outcrops north of the 

Basedow Range. The area of this outcrop is 0.3 sq. km. 

Stokes Siltstone [0.25 sq. km.] 


Siltstone - calcareous or dolomitic, very thinly bedded. 


Carmichael Sandstone 


The sandstone crops out in the synclines to the north and 


south of the Basedow Range as scattered outcrops covering 


some 0.9 sq. km. and 1.3 sq. km. respectively. 


Sandstone - very fine to fine grained, very thin to thin 


bedded with cross-beds; ferruginous, and with invertebrate 


tracks. 
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OUTCROPS 10 KM NORTHWEST OF CORKWOOD BORE (Figure 10) 

This group of outcrops can be divided into a northern and southern 

section separated by inferred faulting. The northern section 

trends northwesterly and the southern section in a north-south 

direction. In the northern part Inindia Beds with an average 

attitude of 312°/41°N are overlain with angular unconformity 

by the Stairway Sandstone with an attitude of 301°/13°N. At the 

contact a red-brown siltstone has angular fragments associated 

wit~ it. This may represent a basal fine grained breccia 

conglomerate which implies some degree of faulting. The Stairway 

Sandstone is prominently cross-bedded with dips of up to 30°. 

It is overlain by the Stokes Siltstone (with average attitude 

of 297°/17°N) and the Carmichael Sandstone (310 0 /14°N). 

Stratigraphic thicknesses from outcrop are estimated as follows; 

Inindia beds - 310 m, Stairway Sandstone 35 m, Stokes Siltstone 

45 m, and Carmichael Sandstone - 20 m. 

A fault trending approximately 060° is inferred to be present at 

the south end of the northern outcrop. Northeast dipping 

(327°/30 0 N) Winnall Beds some 80 m thick cropout to the south of 

the Inindia Beds and represent a 550 m wide block of sediments 

(bounded by parallel faults) that have a west component of 

movement relative to the Inindia Beds. The Inindia Beds are not 

present to the southwest. 

The southern outcrop section trends north-south with an east 

plunging synclinal trough being present in the Inindia Beds 

1 km south of Station K14. In general dips are steeper than those 

in the northern section. 

The attitude of the Inindia Beds varies from 330 0 /70 0 N in the 

south to 293°/30 0 N in the north. Some difficulty exists in 

determining Inindia Beds and less weathered Stairway Sandstone 

west of Station K14. It is probable that the low lying, fringing 

outcrops of sandstone on the east side are Stairway Sandstone 
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(with attitude of 015°/18°E) and that the ridge immediately to 

the west is Inindia Beds (attitude 280 0/30 0N). At K13a, further 

to the north1 what is regarded as Stokes Siltstone crops out with 

Stairway Sandstone nearby. Weathered beds of siltstone have an 

attitude of 0000/45°E. A strike ridge (070 0 /65°S) of sandstone 

lies between K13a and K14 to the south. It is likely that this 

sandstone is the Stairway Sandstone even though its attitude and 

shearing is inconsistent with other observations. 

Structure 

The Inindia Beds were laid down and overlain with some angular 

unconformity by the Winnall Beds. Reverse faulting took place 

with a north to northwest strike, (along the east side of the 

Inindia Beds), the west side moving up and to the east. This 

was followed by .prolonged erosion, and the removal of the Winnall 

Beds from the western block. Major folding took place followed 

by deposition of the Larapinta Group (with angular unconformity) 

on the exposed Inindia Beds. Parallel faulting in an east 

northeast direction caused separation of the northern and 

southern outcrops with the central block moving up and tilting 

to the west. Further erosion uncovered the Winnall Beds (which 

were part of the old eastern block) and changed the profile of 

the Larapinta Group sediments. 

Lithology 

The Inindia Beds [surface outcrop approximately 0.5 sq. km.] 


Siltstone - siliceous and thin to medium bedded. 


Sandstone - siliceous, fine grained and thin to medium bedded. 


Tillite (noted in B.M.R. record 1966/68). 


Winnall Beds [area of outcrop 0.05 sq. km.] 


Sandstone and siltstone - jointed, fissile, very fine grained 


and laminated to medium bedded. 


The Winnall Beds are of very low profile at this locality. 
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Stairway Sandstone [area of outcrop 0.25 sq. km.] 

Sandstone - fine to medium grained, very thin to medium 

bedded with thin to medium cross-beds and invertebrate 

tracks. 

The Stairway Sandstone at this locality is present as eroded 

dip slopes resting on the topographically higher Inindia Beds. 

Stokes Siltstone [area of subcrop and outcrop approximately 

0.2 sq. km. (0.1 sq. km. at outcrop)] 

The Siltstone occurs as low strike ridges that are often 

eroded updip. Outcrops are not extensive. 

Siltstone - calcareous, dolomitic, laminated and fissile 

with burrows and invertebrate tracks. 

Carmichael Sandstone [area of outcrop around 0.3 sq. km.] 

The Sandstone is present . in the north as a prominent 15 m 

high strike ridge trending northwesterly. 

Sandstone and siltstone - very fine grained, thin to medium 

bedded and cross-bedded. 
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WEST OF BASEDOW RANGE TO OUTCROPS 5 KM SOUTH 

OF ANGAS DOWNS HOMESTEAD (Figure 11, 12) 

Scattered south dipping outcrops of Larapinta Group continue 

west from the Basedow Range to a locality 8 km southwest of 

Angas Downs, where they crop out as the narrow head of an east 

plunging syncline that represents the western extension of the 

syncline immediately south of the Basedow Range. The Larapinta 

Group outcrops in association with the Inindia Beds and the 

Bitter Springs Formation. 

The northern margin of the syncline is marked by discontinuous 

outcrop of prominent Carmichael Sandstone that is jointed, faulted 

and in places overturned to the north. These beds merge towards 

the synclinal axis near the head of the trough but do not curve 

to the south around the axis. Instead the beds swing to the 

north and parallel an Inindia Beds outcrop immediately to the 

west. 

The Stairway Sandstone has little topographic relief with the 

exception of its outcrop at Station K92. At this locality it 1S 

close to contact with the Inindia Beds and is present as a sharp 

narrow ridge. 

The Inindia Beds form low rolling hills with little outcrop and 

the Bitter Springs formation is flat lying at Station K82 and K94. 

Dips steepen towards the head of the syncline. The attitude of 

beds on the northern margin varies from 079°/53°S and 090 0 /45°S 

near the Basedow Range to 286°/42°S and 277°/44°S midway along 

the margin (Station K93, K92) and 088°/72°S near the head of the 

trough (Station K83). Some overturning was recorded in this 

region with dips of 67° and 87°N. 

The southern margin is less extensive, of much lower relief and 

is disrupted by translational movement along a series of northerly 

trending faults. The Carmichael Sandstone near the head of the 
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trough has an average attitude of 288°/30 0 N. Further east on 

various fault blocks it has attitudes of 320 0 /24°N, and an 

overturned attitude of 275°/40 0 S. The Stairway Sandstone is 

also faulted and overturned with attitudes of 288°/78°S and 

275°/45°S. (See cross-sections Figure 12.) 

The Inindia Beds crop out on the south side of a faulted and 

jointed outcrop at Station K85. They may form the crest of 

this ridge although it is thought to be Stairway Sandstone. 

Structural History 

The Inindia Beds were laid down unconformably on the Bitter 

Springs Formation and were followed by deposition of the Winnall 

Beds. 

Normal faulting took place post Winnall deposition (the Petermann 

Ranges Orogeny) accompanied by folding elsewhere in the permit. 

The direction of faulting was roughly coincident with the strike 

direction of the Winnall Beds. Faulting was followed by erosion 

and removal of the Winnall Beds from the northern uplifted block. 

Down-tilting to the north was followed by deposition of the 

Pertaoorrta Group, and symmetrical folding giving rise to 

anticlines and synclines. The Larapinta Group was laid down in a 

series of east-west troughs. Later compression (the Alice Springs 

Orogeny) brought about the formation of overturned asymmetrical 

folds as well as translational faults. Both of these have 

affected the Larapinta Group. 

It is difficult to fit the Bitter Springs Formation outcrop at 

Station K82 into this sequence. It may be a fault slither 

caught up in the Inindia Beds or an interval of similar lithology 

within the Inindia Beds. 
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Lithology 

The Bitter Springs Formation or equivalent 

[Area of outcrop 0.1 sq. km. (B.M.R. mapped area 0.25 sq. km.)] 

Dolomite - hard, fine grained with parallel striations and 

frequent narrow veins. Outcrops are flat lying and without 

obvious bedding other than horizontal. 

Inindia Beds [Area of outcrop 0.4 sq. km. (B.M.R. mapped 

area 1.25 sq. km.)] 

In places difficult to distinguish from the Stairway Sandstone. 

Sandstone - fine to very coarse grained and laminated to 

medium bedded. 

Dolomite - dark brown. (May be the Bitter Springs Formation.) 

Stairway Sandstone [Area of outcrop 0.3 sq. km. (B.M.R. 

mapped area 0.75 sq. km.)] 

This unit can be difficult to distinguish from the Inindia 

Beds. (Stations K85, K92.) 

Sandstone with some silty sandstone - very fine to fine 


grained, laminated to medium bedded, cross-bedded, ripple 


marked and with burrows of Diplocraterion. 


Carmichael Sandstone [Area of outcrop 0.9 sq. km~] 


Sandstone - silty to fine grained, laminated to massively 


bedded and with thin to thick cross-beds, prominent veining 


and rare burrows. 
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KERNOT RANGE AREA (Figure 13, 14) 

The Kernot Range trends at 300°; some 6 km to the north the 

Bitter Springs Formation outcrops with little relief and 

parallels the trend of the Range. The Bitter Springs Formation 

outcrops are flat lying and most likely form the crest of an 

eroded anticline. To the east the anticline almost ~rends into 

the head of the synclinal trough paralleling the south side of 

the Basedow Range. It is probable that this anticline is offset 

to the north along the continuation of a north northwesterly 

trending fault at the head of the syncline. A broad anticline 

separates the eastern end of the Kernot Range from the south side 

of this synclinal trough. A further 5 krn north of the Bitter 

Springs Formation outcrop is a syncline with the same trend as 

the Kernot Range. This syncline shows evidence of more complex 

folding. 

The Kernot Range is the most prominent topographic feature in 

the area and consists of south dipping Winnall Beds that form 

a series of strike ridges, dip slopes and scree slopes. Steep 

north-south gullies erode the crest in several places with a 

suggestion that they may be fault controlled although the 

photos show no movement on bedding. The Winnall Beds can be 

subdivided from photos into two or three intervals on the basis 

of bedding and lithology, these intervals are represented by 

Stations K124 to K124-2; K124-2 to K124-4 and K124-4 to K124-8. 

The thickness of the Winnall Beds is estimatedtobe 920 m at 

outcrop (with a maximum of around 1,300 m including probable 

subcrop with an interval breakdown of 210 m, 130 m and 580 m. 

On the southern side of the Range at the west end a photo 

lineament at 315° may truncate the Winnall Beds and is suggestive 

of faulting with the north side moving to the northwest (sinistral). 

The Stairway Sandstone overlies the Winnall Beds to the south with 

angular unconformity of dip and strike. The B.M.R. show the 

Stokes Siltstone to crop out at the western end of the Stairway 
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outcrop. At Station K125-1 the Stairway Sandstone is 

fossiliferous and the Pecten-like brachiopod Orthis leviensis 

is present in the scree to the south. Elsewhere, this brachiopod 

has been recorded in the Stokes Siltstone. Stairway Sandstone 

is some 10 m thick at outcrop. 

At the eastern end of the Range the Winnall Beds are overlain by 

90 m to 120 m of Carmichael Sandstone. (See cross-section M, 

Figure 14.) 

Immediately north of the Range are a few small scattered outcrops 

of Inindia Beds dipping to the south with similar attitudes to 

the overlying Winnall Beds. The relationship between the two is 

conformable or a parallel unconformity. This trend of Inindia 

outcrop does not continue west of the Kernot Range. 

The Bitter Springs Formation is considered to crop out some 5 km 

north of the eastern half of the range. (See cross-sections 

N, P, Q.) At outcrop it generally has no profile and is often 

found in depressions. However at this locality it forms parallel 

low ridges (Stations K109-2, KIlO) with a developed drainage 

pattern. These ridges trend parallel to the Range. 

The Bitter Springs Formation crops out in what might be the 

eroded core of a westerly plunging anticline that is steeply 

overturned on the north side where the Inindia Beds dip at 

31°S. (See cross-section N.) The outcrop thickness of the 

Bitter Springs Formation (using this dip) and assuming its 

subcrop profile to be an overturned anticline is in the order 

of 600 m. 

The Formation does not outcrop further west and the Inindia Beds 

crop out in a syncline north of the anticlinal trend. The 

thickness of Inindia Beds at outcrop is estimated to be in the 

range 500 m to 800 m. The Pertaoorrta Group, Stairway and 

Carmichael Sandstone crop out on the south flank of the anticline 

and would require another overturned anticline to separate them 
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from the Kernot Range. (See cross-section R.) The thickness 

of the Pertaoorrta Group at outcrop is some 150 m (a small 

outcrop of Pertaoorrta Group may be present at Station K96-1) . 

It is postulated that a further anticlinal fold is present 

subsurface to the north of the Inindia Beds syncline (cross

sections N, P, Q, R) and separates these beds from the main 

outcropping syncline some 10 km north of the Kernot Range. This 

syncline also parallels the strike of the Range and is 

overturned at its western end (B.M.R.). (See cross-section R.) 

Outcrops of pale coloured, cross-bedded sandstone at West Bore 

are regarded as Mereenie Sandstone by the B.M.R. 

In this syncline the Stairway Sandstone at outcrop is some 80 m 

thick and the Carmichael Sandstone/Mereenie Sandstone 280 m. 

Elsewhere the Carmichael Sandstone is in the order of 120 m thick. 

Structure 

It is necessary to account for the presence of the Winnall Beds 

in the Kernot Range and their absence to the north for some 20 krn 

along with the extensive outcrop of Inindia Beds, the outcrops 

of the Bitter Springs Formation, the presence of Pertaoorrta 

Group to the west and the Carmichael Sandstone in close proximity 

to the Bitter Springs Formation. Folding includes a tight 

overturned syncline to the north and a probable overturned 

anticline in the subsurface. 

The possible sequence of events is similar to the formation of 

the section west of the Basedow Range with the Inindia Beds being 

laid down with parallel unconformity on the Bitter Springs 

Formation and in turn overlain in a similar fashion by the 

Winnall Beds. Normal faulting took place in the vicinity 

of the Kernot Ranges with the northern upthrown block undergoing 

prolonged erosion followed by folding and tilting in a northerly 

direction. (Thrust faulting with the southern block moving up 

and over the northern block, is present on Line 3 of the Kulgera 

Seismic Survey. This line runs south southeast from Wilbia Well 
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on the south side at the eastern end of the Range. The pattern 

of thrusts suggests that the northern edge of the Range may be 

located in close proximity to a thrust fault.)-
The Pertaoorrta Group was laid down in synclinal troughs and 

was followed by deposition of the Larapinta Group. The Pertnjara 

Group does not crop out in this section and is pre~umed to have 

extensive subcrop. 

During Pertnjara deposition strong folding took place (the Alice 

Springs Oorgeny) and established a patterrl of closely spaced 

overturned folds that have undergone extensive erosion. 

Area of Outcrop in Square Kilometres 

Bitter Springs Formation 2.1 True outcrop may represent 

1% to 10% of this. 

Inindia Beds - 10.7 True outcrop may be 30% 

of this. 

Winnall Beds - 10.5 

Pertaoorrta Group 0.6 

Stairway Sandstone 2.5 

Stokes Siltstone 0.2 (B.M.R.) 

Carmichael Sandstone 2.2 
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LARAPINTA GROUP OUTCROP 20 KM 


SOUTH OF THE KERNOT RANGE (Figure 15) 


Parallel strike ridges of Stairway Sandstone and Carmichael 

Sandstone crop out at this locality and trend at 300° to 310°. 

The outcrops are discontinuous along strike and of low profile 

just rising above the surrounding sand dunes. Dips ·at Station 

K77 (on the most northerly Stairway Sandstone outcrop) are 

variable and are likely to include cross-beds. They range from 

15° to 47° and have an average attitude of 310 0 /25°N. The 

B.M.R. has attitudes of 290 0 /20 0 N on the Stairway Sandstone 

outcrop to the south and 320 0 /34°N on the Carmichael Sandstone 

outcrop to the east. 

These attitudes are comparable to situations where the Larapinta 

Group sediments are found in close proximity to Proterozoic 

sediments. It can be inferred from these outcrops that a 

sUb-cropping Proterozoic anticline may be present nearby to 

the south with a syncline nearby to the north. Its trend is 

likely to parallel the Palaeozoic sediments - 300° to 310°. 
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THE AREA NORTH OF CURTIN SPRINGS (Figures 16, 17) 

This area can broadly be divided into two types of outcrop. 

The southern half is dominated by outcropping Palaeozoic 

Larapinta Group with lesser amounts of Mereenie Sandstone and 

Proterozoic Inindia Beds. There is also occasional outcrop 

of the Bitter Springs Formation. 

The northern half is dominated by outcropping Proterozoic 

sediments particularly the Winnall Beds along with significant 
, 

amounts of the Bitter Springs Formation and very minor amounts 

of Inindia Beds. The Larapinta Group is present to the northeast 

outside the boundary of Permit OP214. This broad subdivision 

is less distinct to the east and north of the Kernot Range. 

The lack of outcrop south of the Kernot Range makes it impossible 

to compare this region with the dominant Palaeozoic outcrops in 

the southern section above. Structurally both sections appear to 

be different. 

In the north the Proterozoic outcrops consist of tight synclinal 

folds that are both symmetrical and asymmetrical and trend at 

285° to 300°. There is no surface expression of anticlines with 

the possible exception of the Bitter Springs Formation. 

Anticlines are inferred to exist in subcrop between outcropping 

synclines. 

In the southern part the Larapinta Group forms a series of 

plunging, distorted and eroded anticlines and synclines that 

are often overturned. The Mereenie Sandstone may be present 

in the synclines that form the northern boundary of this section. 

19 km north of Curtin Springs, Inindia Beds are exposed in the 

eroded core of the southern most anticline. Further north the 

Bitter Springs Formation, Pertaoorrta Group, Stairway Sandstone, 

Stokes Siltstone or the Carmichael Sandstone may be present near 

the crest of tight, plunging anticlinal noses whilst Quaternary 
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alluvium infills the eroded broader crests. The synclinal troughs 

are covered with Tertiary limestone and Quaternary alluvium. 
, 

The Bitter Springs Formation outcrops (B.M.R.) along the north 

flank of an eroded anticline 5 km to the north of East Lake Dam 

and on the axis of an overturned anticline 13.5 km west of East 

Lake Dam. (See cross-section UU', WW' - Figure 17.) At the 

former locality cobbles and the occasional boulder of limestone/ 

dolomite were found at Stations LA50-2 and LA5l-l, and are 

suggestive of subcropping Bitter Springs Formation. Thin bedded 

Bitter Springs Formation crops out at the other locality 

(Station LA59), as a broad slightly elevated rise. 

Structure 

The 	tectonic history of this area is complex. It is made 

difficult by lack of bedding attitudes in the northern portion 

of the Inindia Beds outcrop 25 km northeast of Curtin Springs 

along with the region immediately to the north with Larapinta 

Group outcrop and the occurrence of predominantly Winnall Beds 

outcrops north of the Larapinta Group. Diagrammatic cross

sections of this area north of Curtin Springs are shown in 

Figure 17 and suggest the following:

(a) 	 The Inindia Beds 

The Inindia Beds outcrop 16 km to 25 km northeast of Curtin 

Springs may comprise an anticline to the north and south 

separated by a shallow syncline. The Inindia Beds are 

unlikely to continue northwards beneath the Larapinta 

Group which most likely rests unconformably on the Bitter 

Springs Formation (see cross-sections SS', T'T", UU'). 

The Bitter Springs Formation crops out at Station LA59. 

The southern outcrops of the Inindia Beds (Stations 

AR48-50) dip to the south with a general strike of 090°. 

These beds show a second set of asymmetrical folds that 

trend north northeast with south plunging anticlinal axes 

being separated by some 3 km. (It is possible that Station 
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K48 could be Winnall Beds, however it is generally assumed 

that the outcrops are Inindia Beds.) The north-northeast 

folds in the Inindia Beds indicate that there were at least 

two directions of folding in this region during the 

Petermann Ranges Orogeny - close north northeast folds are 

superimposed on the normal broader east-west folds. Forman (in 

Wells and others, 1970) proposes three directions of folding 

during the Petermann Ranges Orogeny and it is likely that 

the fold directions above are equivalent to his Fl and F2 

folds. 

(b) 	 The Larapinta Group 

The Larapinta Group and to a lesser extent the Mereenie 

Sandstone crops out to the north as a series of synclines 

and anticlines with their fold axes trending 270° to 310°. 

The folds are at times sinuous and may be partially 

overturned (cross-section SS', UU'). The fold axes are 

traceable over short distances (5 km to an inferred maximum 

of 23 km) and contrast with the Proterozoic fold axes that 

continue for greater distances. The axes frequently plunge 

at one end and may be parallel or divergent. No consistent 

pattern for the folds emerges from the field data which 

suggests that the Larapinta Group beds and the underlying 

beds have a high degree of incompetency. In places fold 

axes are en echelon, anticlinal axes may continue as 

synclinal axes with little break in between. Some faulting 

is present and is clearly demonstrated by the B.M.R. mapping 

2.5 km east of Station LA60. At this location the fault is 

a left lateral or sinistral fault (shown on cross-section 

WW'). Overall, faulting is rare. 

(c) 	 The Winnall Beds 

The Winnall Beds crop out to the north of the Larapinta 

Group and are preserved as tightly folded, keel-like 

synclines. The frequency of folding in the Winnall Beds 

is different to that in the Larapinta Group and is inferred 

to be different to that in the Inindia Beds to the south. 
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In most cases only the north side of synclines are preserved 

although an entire syncline is mapped (B.M.R.) in the 

Liddle Hills (outside permits OP213/214) 15 km north of 

Angas Downs homestead. Synclines tend to be en echelon 

and continue for 20 km to 40 km. 

In this northern portion of OP2l4 the Inindia Beds rarely outcrop. 

On the other hand outcrops of Bitter Springs Formation are more 

common (B.M.R.). It is likely that a thick interval of Winnall 

Beds is underlain by the Bitter Springs Formation north of the 

largest Winnall Beds outcrop. The Bitter Springs Formation is 

present on trend to the east, south of the Liddle Hills. Elsewhere 

the Winnall Beds may be underlain by Inindia Beds that do not 

outcrop. 14 km northwest of the Kernot Range and 48 km at 025 0 

from Curtin Springs homestead, the B.M.R. have mapped an outcrop 

of generally south dipping Inindia Beds underlain by south 

dipping Winnall Beds. Some 8 km south of this outcrop Winnall 

Beds show steep dips to the north and almost trend at right 

angles to the above. Present mapping would express doubt as to 

whether these are Inindia Beds. In this report they are regarded 

as Winnall Beds. (Outcrops at Stations LA38-1, LA42, LAl have 

been mapped as Winnall Beds - in hindsight, this is in agreement 

with the geology of Figure 9 in Wells and Kennewell, 1972.) 

The outline of these Proterozoic rocks is strongly suggestive of 

a west northwesterly plunging syncline which is difficult to fit 

into the overall structural picture. Some 3,000 m of section is 

present at this locality (see cross-section SSI). 

(Reflectors on seismic lines 82-13, 82-14 strongly support this 

thickness of section although they cannot confirm that the 

section is the Winnall Beds. The seismic section at this 

locality shows no evidence for faulting and/or repeated section 

as would be the case if the Inindia Beds were present and thrust 

over the Winnall Beds) . 

Elsewhere, it is likely that the Proterozoic Winnall Beds have 

been subjected to thrust faulting in conjunction with tight 
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folding. The thrust faults having the sense of the southern 

block moving upwards and over the northern block. 

The cross-sections indicate that thrust faulting is likely to 

be present at the boundary between the Larapinta Group and 

Winna1l Beds some 50 km north of Curtin Springs. Cross-sections 

northwards from Mt. Conner (Figure 19) show that th~ Inindia and 

Winnall Beds have been eroded away in the area of the Larapinta 

Group outcrop and that the Larapinta Group will overlie the 

Bitter Springs Formation (cross-section UU'U"). This would be 

consistent with the observed overturned folds within the 

Larapinta Group and would indicate that the Bitter Springs 

Formation underwent folding as late as the Alice Springs 

Orogeny. (It is unlikely that the Pertnjara Movement caused 

the folding within the Larapinta Group.) Two thrust faults 

present on line 3 of the Kulgera Seismic Survey probably strike 

parallel to the Kernot Range. These thrusts may continue to the 

west northwest beneath the Larapinta Group. 

The maximum thickness of section is in the order 3,000 m to 

3,900 m. 

The tectonic history of this region involves deposition of the 

Bitter Springs Formation, erosion, deposition of the Inindia 

Beds with some glaciation and further erosion followed by 

deposition of the Winnall Beds. At this stage uplift to the 

south occurred accompanied by erosion of the Winnall Beds, folding 

along an east-west axis with later folding almost at right angles 

and probable thrust faulting. Erosion of uplifted areas 

continued into the Cambrian and provided source material for the 

deposition of the Pertaoorrta Group which crops out in the 

northern part of OP214 in association with the Winnall Beds. 

Deposition continued into the Ordovician with the laying down 

of the Larapinta Group and was followed by some deposition of 

Mereenie Sandstone in the Silurian. 
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The Pertnjara Group is not recognised at outcrop in OP214. It 

may have been deposited and subsequently eroded. The strong 

folding in the Larapinta Group and the Mereenie Sandstone took 

place during the Devono-Carboniferous Alice Springs Orogeny. 
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THE AREA SOUTH OF CURTIN SPRINGS - MT. CONNER (Figure 18, 19) 

Inindia Beds outcrop to the southeast of Curtin Springs as 

discontinuous semi-circles and surround the north side of 

Mt. Conner for a radius of some 9 km to 12 km. They have 

extensive outcrop to the east where they continue for some 20 km. 

The Inindia Beds form a southwesterly plunging syncline with the 

axis curving to the south away from the head of the trough. The 

Winnall Beds crop out in the central portion of the syncline and 

form the topographic high of Mt. Conner. A small outcrop of 

Winnall Beds is present on the plain 1.5 km north of the east 

end of Mt. Conner. Elsewhere the Winnall Beds have been 

removed by erosion. 

The north, east and western sides of Mt. Conner drop vertically 

for some 120 m before merging with a scree slope that is some 

200 m above the plain. On the south side steep ridges fall away 

to the scree slope above the plain. 

The vertical cliffs are due to the joint pattern in the Winnall 

Beds. 

Cross-sections in a north-south direction (U'U", Figure 19) show 

gentle folding into the syncline whilst those in a west-east 

direction (XX', Figure 19) show a shallow fold into the syncline 

followed by steep west dips onto the anticline to the east. 

Dips approach the vertical on the east side of this anticline. 

The Inindia Beds are estimated to be between 3,000 m and 4,000 m 

thick in the syncline and are overlain by some 900 m of 

Winnall Beds. 

At the southern end of line 3 of the Kulgera Seismic Survey the 

Proterozoic section is in the order of 4,000 m thick. It is 

likely that the maximum thickness of Proterozoic sediments will 

be found in the vicinity of Mt. Conner or within 10 km north or 

east of Station Kl (16 km east of Mt. Conner). 
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Tillite noted by the B.M.R. crops out in the Inindia Beds 

northeast of Mt. Conner and may be present at Station AR4-4. 

Lithology 

Inindia Beds 


Predominantly sandstone with minor amounts of siltstone, 


interbeds of granules and pebbles of chert and rare tillite. 


Winnall Beds 


Sandstone - strongly jointed, mainly thick to massively 


bedded and very fine to fine grained; Kaolinitic in part 


and with poorly developed cross-stratification. 
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4. 	 SOURCE ROCK AND RESERVOIR POTENTIAL OF THE 

PROTEROZOIC UNITS 

Source Rock Potential 

It is difficult to be precise with regards to maturation and 

source rock potential of the Proterozoic rocks. Published 

information is old and has been based on cored material. In 

some cases holes have been drilled with air or mist and gas 

detectors were used only to evaluate crushed cuttings. This 

method would miss gas in facture zones with lo~ porosity and 

gas in cuttings with low porosity. (Porosities above 5% are 

uncommon.) 

A problem in determining source rock potential is to decide 

what 	parameters to use. In the following discussion T.O.C. 

(weight % of total organic carbon in the sediment) and E.O.M. 

as a % of T.O.C. expressed in mg/g will be used as a guide to 

source rock potential. (E.O.M. - extractable organic matter.) 

In rating T.O.C.% of a non-carbonate rock a value in the range 

0.5% - 1.0% is likely to indicate a poor to fair potential source 

rock. In the case of carbonate rocks McKirdy & Kantsler (1980) 

would regard 30 mg - 50 mg E.O.M. per g T.O.C. as a marginal to 

good source rock. (The above criteria are used as a guide for 

the source rock potential of non-carbonate rocks.) 

Data has been examined from the following bore holes -

Erldunda 1 

B.M.R. Holes AP 1, 2, 3, 4 


Mt. Charlotte 1 


Highway Anticline 1 


Ooraminna 1, and 


Rodinga 1a. 


The latter two holes would be least representative of the 

geological conditions prevailing in OP213/214. 

The intervals (with their stratigraphy) that almost meet both 

these criteria are shown below: 
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Bore Hole 

Erldunda 1 

Stratigraphic Unit 

Winnall Beds 

Interval 

3,652' 

Remarks 

Vitrinite 

reflectance 2.18% 

AP-1 Horn Valley Siltstone 686', 

831' 

755' Not prese

in OP213/

nt 

214. 

Ooraminna 1 Winnall Beds 

(Pertatataka Formation) 

2,703', 

2,699' 

29.4 mg/g E.O.M. 

Rodinga 1a Chandler Limestone 393',436' T.O.C. is 

at 305'. 

0.4% 

Stratigraphic units with T.O.C. greater than 0.3% include the 

following: 

Erldunda 1 - Winnall Beds 

AP-1 - Horn Valley Siltstone 

AP-2 - Horn Valley Siltstone 

AP-3 - Horn Valley Siltstone 

Ooraminna 1 - Areyonga Formation (Inindia Beds), 

Pertatataka Formation (Winnall Beds) 

Rodinga 1a - Chandler Limestone (Pertaoorrta Group) 

Stratigraphic units with E.O.M. per unit T.O.C. values greater 

than 30 mg/g include the following: 

Erldunda 1 - Inindia Beds, Winnall Beds 

AP-1 - Horn Valley Siltstone, Stairway Sandstone 

AP-2 - Horn Valley Siltstone, Stairway Sandstone 

AP-3 - Stairway Sandstone 

Mt. Charlotte 1 - Bitter Springs Formation, Winnall Beds, 

Chandler Limestone, Jay Creek Limestone 

Highway - Bitter Springs Formation, Jay Creek 

Anticline 1 - Limestone 

Ooraminna 1 - Bitter Springs Formation, Areyonga 

Formation, Pertatataka Formation 

Rodinga 1a - Chandler Limestone 

Table 1 summarises the Proterozoic units. 
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HIGHWAY 
ERLDUNDA 1 MT. CHARLOTTE 1 ANTICLINE 1 OORAMINNA 1 

cO Range..!><: 
cO U 
+> 0 30-50 * * 
cO l

+> " 50-100 * NP *cO :E: 
+> 0 
H ~ w Max. 184 66.6 160<IJ 0 
Al-..-I 

-+>Ul cO 
rc:J E: 
<IJ H 

RangeJl:l 0 
Ii.! 

M ~ 0.2-0.4 * * NP * M U 
cO 0 0.74 0.24 0.9~ I- Max. 
~ 

-..-I 

:5: 

Range 
cO u 
tJ"I 0 30-50 * * 
~ I
0 "  50-100 NP NP~ :E: 
<IJ 0 
H ~ w Max. 38 33,,:r; 0 
--..-I
Ul+> 
'0 cO 

<IJ E: 
Jl:l H Range0 
cOli.! 

-..-I ~ 0.2-0.4 * NP NP
'0 u 
~ 0 Max. 0.76 0.48-..-I I
~ 
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~ Range0 
-..-I U 
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cO l-
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H :E: 50-100 * * 
0 0 

13.3 113.2 75 345Ii.! W Max. 
Ul 
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-..-I 
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u 0.2-0.4 * 
H 0 
<IJ I- Max. 0.03 0.28 0.02 0.04+> 

+> 
-..-I 
Jl:l 

- - - -  - -

* indicates values in this range occur in the well 


Table 1 
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It can be seen from the table that the source rock potential of 

the Proterozoic is at best poor. The Winnall Beds show the 

greatest potential - a small amount of methane was extracted 

from these beds in core 6 of the Erldunda 1 well. In this hole 

the Inindia Beds and the Bitter Springs Formation appear to have 

less potential as source rocks. Gas was present in the Inindia 

Beds over the interval 4,150' - 4,180'; no hydrocarbons were 

recorded from the Bitter Springs Formation. 

Robertson Research (Singapore) has recently completed Total 

Organic Carbon determination on 32 cuttings samples from Erldunda 

1. This was followed by "Rock Eval" pyrolysis analysis on 

seven samples with T.O.C. values above 0.5%. Five of these are 

from the Winnall Beds (T.O.C.% - 0.57, 0.64, 0.70, 0.73, 0.74) 

and two from the Inindia Beds (T.O.C.% - 0.65, 0.76). The 

average T.O.C.% for twenty-seven Winnall Beds samples was 0.33 

and for five Inindia Beds samples 0.47. 

The sample over the interval 957 m - 972 m (Winnall Beds) has 

the best source rock potential based on its hydrocarbon potential 

(Sl + S2) of 0.94 mg/g. This value relates to a very poor source 

rock. 

In regard to maturation the presence of gas in cores and cuttings 

indicates that the PrQterozoic section is not overmature. Readings (%) 

that may correlate with vitrinite have been made on Proterozoic 

rocks and range from 1.05 - 1.19 for the Bitter Springs Formation 

(Mt. Charlotte 1), 0.67 for the Areyonga Formation (Ooraminna 1), 

0.52, 0.71 and 2.18 for the Winnall Beds/Pertatataka Formation 

(Erldunda 1, Ooraminna 1), and 0.7 - 0.87 for the Horn Valley 

Siltstone and Stairway Sandstone of the Larapinta Group. 

These values would generally suggest maturity within the oil 

window. (The value of 2.18 is a misfit and is near the limit 

of gas production.) 
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Reservoir Potential in the Proterozoic 

All the Proterozoic has some potential for fracture porosity to 

an estimated maximum of some 3% - 5%. The Inindia Beds and 

Winnall Beds have some visual interstitial porosity at outcrop 

that is roughly in the same range as the above. The reservoir 

potential (other than by fracture) of the Bitter Springs Formation 

is difficult to judge since it seldom crops out. There is likely 

to be some limited vug porosity of less than 1%. Fractures in 

outcrop, are frequently infilled with vein minerals. 

The only porosity noted in Erldunda 1 is in the Stairway Sandstone 

(or the Carmichael Sandstone, Schmerber, B.M.R. Rec. 1966/182) 

and was estimated to be 5%. Schmerber records nil porosity in 

the Bitter Springs Formation, very weak intergranular porosity 

in the Inindia Beds and Winnall Beds. All primary porosity in 

the cores has been obliterated by diagenetic changes or reduced 

by secondary silicification. 

In Ooraminna 1 well, Schmerber (B.M.R. Rec. 1966/82) records 

1% - 4% porosity in the Bitter Springs Formation with nil 

permeability (102 md in halite), 2% porosity in the Areyonga 

Formation with nil permeability and up to 5% porosity in the 

Pertatataka Formation with nil permeability. 

In Ochre Hill 1 the well completion report records some vug 

porosity at the top of the Bitter Springs Formation. 

Weeks Petroleum Limited compiled a resume of the Upper Proterozoic 

to Lower Palaeozoic Stratigraphy and Geochemistry for Erldunda 1, 

Mt. Charlotte 1, Ooraminna 1 and Ochre Hill 1. This compilation 

is included as Appendix 2 . 
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5. REGIONAL GRAVITY DATA 


As part of their regional gravity coverage of Australia, the 

Bureau of Mineral Resources completed reconnaissance gravity 

surveying over the Amadeus Basin during 1961 and 1962 (Lonsdale 

and Flavell, 1968). The work was carried out using helicopters 

for transport, air photographs for navigation and positioning of 

stations, and barometers for elevation control of gravity 

stations. Station density was approximately one per 50 square 

miles (1 per 130 Sq. km.). The accuracy of the reduced Bouguer, 

anomaly values was estimated to be about ±1 mgal. (Fraser and 

others, 1976). 

The Bouguer gravity field over the general area of the Amadeus 

Basin is everywhere negative and in the northern part of the 

depression coinciding with the expected deepest part of the Basin 

from geological considerations, very low negative values ranging 

between 125 and 145 milligals are observed. B.M.R. have described 

the gravity field over the Amadeus Basin in terms of three gravity 

provinces - the Amadeus Gravity Depression, the Angas Downs 

Gravity Ridge and the Ayers Rock Gravity Depression (Lonsdale and 

Flavell, 1968), (Plate 3). 

The Amadeus Gravity Depression occupies the southern parts of 

ALICE SPRINGS, HERMANNSBURG, MOUNT LEIBIG and MOUNT RENNIE and 

the northern parts of RODINGA, HENBURY, LAKE AMADEUS and BLOODS 

RANGE. It is flanked on the north by a very strong linear 

gradient (3 mgal/km) trending east-west and separating it from 

the Papunya Gravity Ridge, an east-west linear trend of positive 

gravity values. Although the trend of this gradient approximately 

parallels the basin margin as defined geologically, it lies 

entirely outside the limits of the Basin. The gradient is most 

likely caused largely by the juxtaposition of the lighter 

Palaeozoic sediments of the Amadeus Basin and the denser 

crystalline rocks of the Arunta Block. However, the steepness 

of the gradient and its displacement to the north of the basin 

margin, suggests a steeply faulted or overthrust margin and 

probably also a contribution from some deeper-seated density 

contrasts. 
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The axis of the Amadeus Gravity Depression trends east-west through 

the southern parts of ALICE SPRINGS, HERMANNSBURG, MOUNT LEIBIG 

and MOUNT RENNIE and lies close to the northern margin of the 

Basin. Very low Bouguer gravity values are measured along this 

trend, ranging between -125 mgal and -145 mgal. The lowest values 

of -140 to -145 mgal occur on southeast MOUNT LEIBIG. The 

southern flank of the Depression exhibits a gradual ' increase 

towards the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge .. The asymmetry of the 

Amadeus Gravity Depression is consistent with the interpretation 

of the geology which also suggests the deepest part of the Basin• 
is close to the northern margin. 

The Amadeus Gravity Depression is flanked to the south by the 

Angas Downs Gravity Ridge, where Bouguer values rise to minus 

50 mgal. The Ridge trends east-west through the southern parts 

of HENBURY and LAKE AMADEUS and the northern parts of KULGERA 

and AYERS ROCK. To the west, the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge 

merges with the Bloods Range Gravity High, which is located 

over an area of outcropping Dean Quartzite and Lower Proterozoic 

meta-sediments, granite and basalt, which. represent basement to 

the Amadeus Basin. It therefore seems likely that the Angas Downs 

Gravity Ridge is the expression of a Lower Proterozoic basement 

ridge and indicates the southern extent of the main Palaeozoic 

sedimentary depression. As the gradient from the central part 

of the Amadeus Gravity Depression to the Angas Downs Gravity 

Ridge is gradual, the sedimentary section probably thins gradually 

to the south. 

The southern part of AYERS ROCK and KULGERA is occupied by the 

Ayers Rock Gravity Depression, where the gravity field again 

attains very low values (-130 mgal). The northern half of this 

Depression overlies the southern part of the Amadeus Basin where 

scattered outcrops of Upper Proterozoic sedimentary rocks occur. 

The southern half of the Depression overlies outcropping acidic 

basement rocks of the Musgrave Block. It would seem logical to 

infer that all of the area is underlain by shallow basement, with 

a veneer of sediments occurring in the northern part. The low 

gravity values would be partly explained by these acidic basement 

rocks having a relatively low density. 
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However geological and other geophysical data suggest that a 

considerable thickness of Proterozoic sediments may exist along 

the southern margin of the Basin. Erldunda No.1, located in 

the northeast of the Depression drilled 1,600 metres of Palaeozoic 

and Upper Proterozoic sediments without reaching basement. The 

well also encountered salt in the upper Proterozoic Bitter Springs 

Formation. The Ayers Rock Gravity Depression may therefore be 

caused by a combination of a thick sedimentary section, including 

salt, 	in the north and relatively low density acidic igenous rocks 

in the south. 

The area of OP's 213 and 214 is covered across the north by the 

Angas Downs Gravity Ridge and the south by the Ayers Rock Gravity 

Depression. In regional terms then we may expect a relatively 

thin sedimentary section in the north, deepening to a basinal area 

in the south adjacent to the southern margin. The regional trend 

of the gravity field through this area is east-west. 

The regional nature of the gravity data does not allow any 

detailed evaluation. However, a few features anomalous to the 

regional picture presented above may be noted in the area of 

Op's 213 and 214 (Plate 4). 

(1) 	 A gravity depression across the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge 


at longitude 132 0 08' - anomaly Gl. 


(2 ) 	 A gravity nose at Lat. 25 0 18 ' , Long. 132 0 08 ' trending 


southeast off the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge - anomaly G2. 


(3 ) A gravity nose at Lat. 25 0 22' , Long. 132 0 48' also trending 

southeast off the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge - anomaly G3. 
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6. MAGNETIC SURVEYS 

Previous Aeromagnetic Surveys: 

The Bureau of Mineral Resources carried out aeromagnetic work 

over the Amadeus Basin and adjacent basement areas during 1965 

(Young & Shelley, 1977). Operations were done by a OBMR aircraft 

using a fluxgate magnetometer and associated navigation equip

ment. The survey flight pattern consisted of east-west lines 

spaced at 2 mile and 4 mile (3.2 & 6.4 km) intervals and north
• 

south tie lines spaced at 15 mile (24 km) intervals. The survey 

was flown at 800 feet (240 m) above ground level and navigation 

was by reference to aerial photographs. 

The total magnetic intensity contours outline the basin margin 

beautifully by an abrupt change in magnetic character, with 

generally smooth~ broad anomalies being observed over the 

Amadeus Basin and a highly disturbed anomaly pattern over 

basement outcrop area. The magnetically inferred northern basin 

margin agrees very well with the geologically mapped margin. 

There is good agreement also along the south-western margin on 

BLOODS RANGE and western AYERS ROCK and the magnetic pattern 

can be confidently used to predict the approximate location 

of the southern boundary through eastern AYERS ROCK and KULGERA 

where outcrops are too sparse to map the margin precisely 

(Plate 3). 

Interpretation of the magnetic data indicated that the main axis 

of the sedimentary depression trends east-west through the 

southern parts of ALICE SPRINGS, HERMANNSBURG~ MOUNT LEIBIG and 

MOUNT RENNIE adjacent to the northern margin of the Basin~ and 

showing good correlation with the geological data and the gravity 

interpretation. The greatest depths to basement, of the order 

of 11,000 metres, are calculated across MOUNT LEIBIG, which also 

lS in good agreement with the gravity information. 

A basement ridge at a depth of 5,500 metres is indicated across 

central HENBURY and east-central LAKE AMADEUS and lying to the 
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north of the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge. The magnetic basement 

ridge is terminated by a southern trending basement depression 

with estimated depth to basement of 10,000 metres, but this 

feature does not have a corresponding gravity expression. 

In the area of the two permits, OP213 and 214, the depths to 

basement as inferred from the magnetic data decrease from about 

5,500 metres at the northern boundary of KULGERA towards the 

southern margin. Throughout AYERS ROCK there are magnetic 

anomalies over the sedimentary area which are caused by very, 
shallow sources apparently within the sedimentary section, and 

these make the interpretation of basement depth difficult. 

However, there is a suggestion of a depression in basement on 

northeastern AYERS ROCK (depth 5,500 m) and of fairly large 

depths to basement (3,000 m) near the basin margin. 

The Charlotte Waters Aeromagnetic Survey was flown for Exoil 

(N.S.W.) Pty. Ltd. by Aero Service Ltd. in 1963 (Aero Service 

Ltd., 1964). It covered the whole of FINKE, the southern half 

of RODINGA, the east and north of KULGERA and the southeast 

of HENBURY. The flight pattern consisted of bands of three 

north-south traverses either l~ or 2 miles (2.4 and 3.2 km) apart, 

with the bands spaced 8 miles (12.8 km) apart. Single tie 

lines lines were flown in an east-west direction, 10 miles (16 km) 

apart. The survey was flown at an altitude of 3,000 feet (915 

m) and positioning was by reference to aerial photographs. 

The south-central part of the survey area overlies basement 

outcrop and the south-eastern part, that section of the Amadeus 

Basin margin where it is overlapped by the Mesozoic sediments 

of the Great Artesian Basin. A zone of shallow basement depths, 

generally less than 1,000 metres extending northeast across 

FINKE, represents the Amadeus Basin margin through this area. 

The interpreted magnetic basement deepens northwest from this 

zone to 5,000 metres in southwestern HENBURY and between 3.000 

and 4,000 metres throughout north KULGERA. These values are in 

general agreement with the BMR interpretation~ except in the 

extreme west of KULGERA where BMR values are about 45% greater. 
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On KULGERA, three small amplitude anomalies were noted which 

were considered could be due to structural relief either in the 

basement or within the sedimentary section. These occur at: 

Anomaly Ml Latitude 25° 25 1 
, Longitude 132° 08 1 

• 

Anomaly M2 Latitude 25° 14 1 
, Longitude 132° 29 1 

• 

Anomaly M3 Latitude 25° 02 1
, Longitude 133° 29 1 

• 

The generally smooth magnetic pattern observed over the Amadeus 

Basin is disturbed somewhat in the southwest b~ the super

position of numerous small, often isolated anomalies with 

amplitudes ranging from 20 to at least 250 nanoteslas (nT) , 

which appear to be caused by shallow sources. These anomalies 

are distributed throughout northern AYERS ROCK, southern LAKE 

AMADEUS and northern BLOODS RANGE (Plate 1). BMR undertook a 

small ground magnetic survey in June 1981 to better define five 

of these anomalies on AYERS ROCK, and then in September, 1981 

drilled two holes on one of them to investigate their source 

(Bladon and Davies, 1982). The source was interpreted from the 

magnetic profile to be a tabular body dipping at 45° southeast 

at a depth of 120 metres and with a width of 100 metres. The 

two drill holes intersected an altered porphyritic basalt at 

87 metres; Hole No. 1 penetrated through the basalt at 126 

metres and No. 2 was still in it at T.D. of 131 metres. In 

Hole No.1, a carbonate-evaporite sequence was encountered 

below the basalt. 

The association of volcanics and a carbonate-evaporite sequence 

elsewhere in the Amadeus Basin is known only in the Bitter 

Springs Formation. Spilites are present above, below and 

interbedded with the Loves Creek Member about 100 km east

southeast of Alice Springs, and were also intersected in 

Ooraminna No.1, 45 km southeast of Alice Springs. The Loves 

Creek Member overlies the Gillen Member which is a carbonate-

evaporite sequence. The only other formation which contains 

carbonates and evaporites is the Lower Cambrian Chandler 

Limestone of the Pertaoorrta Group. However, in the area of the 

shallow magnetic anomalies, the expected geological section from 
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outcrops consists of the Cambro-Ordovician Larapinta Group 

overlying uncomformably the upper Proterozoic formations, 

the Winnall Beds, Inindia Beds and the Bitter Springs Formation. 

Curtin Springs Aeromagnetic Survey 

The western part of OP 214 lies within the area of occurrence of 

the shallow magnetic anomalies. The Curtin Springs Aeromagnetic 

Survey was carried out to attempt to map the structure of the 

Bitter Springs Formation in this area using these anomalies. 

The survey was flown by Geoterrex Pty. Ltd. during February, 

1982 and covered an area of 1,600 sq. km. in the western part 

of OP214. It consisted of 65 north-south lines, 400 metres 

apart and each 65 km long, and 23 east-west tie lines, 3 km 

apart and each 26 km long. The aircraft flew at an average 

height above ground of 80 metres, except in the vicinity of 

Mount Conner. Visual navigation and flight path recovery were 

by reference to air photographs. The data was acquired using an 

akali-vapour magnetometer measuring to .04 nT every 0.2 seconds, 

and was recorded digitally. 

The data was processed by Exploration Computer Services Pty. Ltd. 

and interpreted by Data Science Pty. Ltd. Full details of the 

survey and the interpretation are given in a separate report by 

Data Science Pty. Ltd. (Wyatt, B.W., 1982). Plate 5 shows the 

interpretation in terms of depth to the anomalies and structures 

indicated. 

The great majority of magnetic anomalies are assumed to be 

caused by a layer of basic volcanics near the top of the Bitter 

Springs Formation. These anomalies range between a few tens and 

a few hundreds of nanoteslas and generally occur within broad 

complex zones or as broad single anomalies. The depths 

calculated to the sources of these anomalies are generally less 

than 500 metres, except for an east-west zone at Lat. 25 0 12', 

Long. 131 0 53' where questionable depths between 1,000 and 1,700 

metres are estimated. In the south-west corner of the area, the 

data is ambiguous and no reliable depth estimates are available. 
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The estimated depths over the broad complex zones are generally 

less than 100 metres and the zones are interpreted as complexly 

folded anticlinal structures truncated by an unconformity 

surface probably the base of the Tertiary/Quaternary sediments. 

A series of three of these occur in the eastern part of the 

area, striking approximately east-west and separated by two 

troughs, the northern one of which at Lat. 25° 121 may be quite 

deep (1 , 700 metres). The western half is occupied by a series of 

less well defined highs and lows. A broad trough with depth 

estimates up to 400 metres extends across the north. The broader 

more isolated anomalies are thought to represent deeper anti

clines that have not been truncated by the unconformity. 

Many linear features are observed which have generally been 

interpreted as faults. The major ones of these are shown on 

Plate 5. 

A broad circular anomaly, centred on Mount Conner and extending 

over most of the southern half of the area, is considered to arise 

from a basement source with a depth of about 7,000 metres. 
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7. SEISMIC EXPLORATION 

Previous Seismic Surveys 

The Erldunda area was previously held under exploration permit 

by Exoil (N.S.W.) Pty. Ltd. (now Oilmin), who carried out two 

seismic surveys in 1964 and 1965. 

The Erldunda Seismic Survey was shot between June and August 

1964 by Geophysical , Ltd.Associates Pty. (Geophysical Associates 

Pty. Ltd., 1964) to provide reconnaissance seismic coverage in 

the Erldunda area, investigating the basin shape and the features 

indicated by aeromagnetic and gravity data. The survey consisted 

of three reconnaissance lines in the vicinity of Erldunda 

Homestead, followed by a further seven lines which were shot to 

detail an anticlinal feature indicated by Line 1. A total of 

160 km of traverse was recorded. 

Single shot holes were used mostly, with some 3 or 5 hole patterns 

tried in poor record areas without much improvement in quality 

being observed. Holes were drilled to between 80 and 125 feet 

(average 115 f~et) and charge sizes from 5 to 80 Ibs (average 

40 Ibs) were used. Twelve geophones spaced in line at 12 feet 

intervals were used for each trace. The single fold continuous 

profiling method was used with shot point intervals of 1,760 

feet on the reconnaissance lines and 1,320 feet on the detail lines. 

The record quality can be considered as fair for this type of 

shooting as it was possible to carry three reflection events 

continuously over the area. The shallowest event had overall 

poor continuity and character, with locally good areas, the 

second event was consistently good and could be correlated 

continuously throughout the area, and the third and deepest 

event was of fair continuity, but without distinctive 

character. 

At the time, these three reflection horizons were identified 

with the Upper Ordovician~ Lower Ordovician and Lower Cambrian, 
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but following the drilling of Erldunda No.1, they were shown to 

be near the top of the Proterozoic Winnall Beds, within the 

Winnall Beds and the top of a salt horizon within the Proterozoic 

Bitter Springs Formation. The detailed shooting proved up a 

large northwest-southeast trending anticlinal structure which was 

subsequently tested by Erldunda No.1 in 1965. 

The Kulgera Seismic Survey (Namco Geophysical Co., 1965) was 

done during May to July, 1965 to extend the reconnaissance 

seismic coverage in the Erldunda area and to further investigate 
f 

the Ayers Rock Gravity Depression. The contractor for this survey 

was Namco Geophysical Company. Three long Traverses were shot 

and total coverage was 2l5km. The data acquisition technique 

was very similar to the Erldunda survey, the main variations 

being in charge size (average 17 lbs) and geophone groups (12 

geophones at 15 feet intervals). 

The quality of the data from the Kulgera Survey is variable. 

In the Erldunda area the data is generally of fair quality and 

two horizons were followed which corresponded with the lower 

two followed in the Erldunda survey~ i.e. the horizon within 

the Winnall Beds and the top of the salt in the Bitter Springs 

Formation. However~ to the west of Mount Ebenezer Station on 

Line 2 and on Line 3, only the Bitter Springs horizon can be 

followed with any certainty. 

1982 Seismic Survey 

On behalf of Weeks Australia Limited, Horizon Exploration (Inter

national) Ltd. carried out a seismic reflection survey in 

exploration permit areas OP2l3 and OP2l4 during the period 23 

January 1982 to 31 March 1982. The traverses were located in 

two areas (Plate 6): 

(i) an area in OP2l3 to the west and southwest of Erldunda. 

(ii) an area in OP2l4 to the north and south of Curtin Springs. 

The data were acquired using dynamite in single holes as the source 

and with a 96-trace, split-spread? l2-fold recording method. 

Subsurface coverage was 154.4 km in OP2l3 and 88 km in OP2l4. 
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The data was processed by Seismic Data Processors Ltd. The data 


from the lines in the OP213 area were migrated as steeply


dipping events revealing complex structure were recorded; 


however, as the data quality was very poor on the lines in OP214, 


these lines were not migrated. 


Full details of the survey, data acquisition and data processing 


are given in the contractor's reports presented in appendices 


3 and 4. 


The data quality on lines 1 to 7 in the Erldunda (OP213) area 


was generally very good. The occasional segments of apparent 


poor record quality can generally be attributed to a compl~x 


structural situation or to a much thinner and shallower Protero


zoic section. In contrast the data quality in the Curtin Springs 


(OP214) area is generally very poor and it is not possible to 


recognise any genuine reflection events on large segments of 


lines 11 to 14. An extraordinary exception to this occurs on 


the northern 5 km of Line 13 (S.P. 430 to 520) and the adjacent 


southern 1 km of Line 14 (S.P. 1 to 20) where very good data is 


recorded in a time zone from 1.2 sec to 1.8 sec. In addition, 


a relatively shallow reflection with poor continuity is recorded 


from S.P. 280 to 410 on Line 11, S.P. 230 to 310 on Line 12 and 


S.P. 20 to 230 on Line 13. 

There appears to be two possible reasons for the generally poor 

data quality in OP214: 

(i) 	 the Bitter Springs Formation may be very shallow and 


thin over most of this area, there thus being little 


sedimentary section present. 


(ii) 	 the presence of volcanics at shallow depth is indicated 


by magnetic data and may be causing the deterioration 


in reflection quality. 


Horizon Identification 

Line 1 of the 1982 survey starts at Erldunda No.1, which is the 

only well in the area, and this is therefore an obvious starting 
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point for the interpretation of the seismic data. A well velocity 

study and acoustic log were run in Erldunda No. 1 (Pemberton and 

McTaggart, 1966) and these enable an identification of reflecting 

horizons, at least in the vicinity of the well. 

The results of the velocity survey and the acoustic log are plotted 

in figure 20 with the stratigraphic column showing lithologies 

alongside. The average acoustic log velocities are generally 

10-20% lower than the interval velocities measured by the velocity 

survey, but otherwise generally show a similar increase with depth. 

Velocities are very high as would be expected because of the age 

of the rocks (Table 2). Near surface velocity is 3,000 m/sec. in 

what is probably the equivalent of the Devonian to Carboniferous 

Finke Group or lower Pertnjara Formation. The Ordovician Larapinta 

Group and the upper part of the Proterozoic Winnall Beds (Units 

4 and 3) have an average velocity of about 4i500 metres/sec. A 

distinctive 18 metre sand unit occurs at 915 m within the Winnall 

Beds which has a much higher velocity (acoustic velocity 5,000 mts). 

The lower part of the Winnall beds (Unit 1) and the Inindia Beds 

have average velocities of about 5,200 m/s and 5,700 m/s respectively. 

The Bitter Springs Formation is a largely dolomitic unit and 

exhibits avery high velocity of 6,000 m/s. 

The theoretical reflection times of the various formation boundaries 

and units at Erldunda No. 1 are shown in Table 3, together with 

the recorded times of the main reflection events observed at the 

well. 

At Erldunda No.1, reflection horizon 1 (purple) ties with the base 

of the Palaeozoic section or the top of the Proterozoic section. 

Although an unconformity is not obvious at this point, further to 

the west, on lines 82-04A, 82-05 and 82-06 for example, there is a 

marked angular unconformity at the top of the Proterozoic and an 

additional wedge of sediments occurs above the Proterozoic. In 

this area, horizon 1 (purple) is carried as the base of a relatively 

flat-lying section overlying this new section and a new horizon 

(2-violet), not present at Erldunda No.1, is followed as the top 

Proterozoic unconformity. 
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TABLE 2 


Average V~locities of Formations 


Depth (m) VelocityFormation (m/ s) 
I 

(below surface) 
I 
I 

Pertnjara Formation 40 3,000 

Carmichael Sandstone 269 4,700 

Winnall Beds, Unit 4 375 4,700 
, 

Winnall Beds, Unit 3 4,300625 

Winnall Sand Horizon, 
Unit 2 (5,000)*915 

Winnall Beds, Unit 1 5,200933 

Inindia Beds 1,137 5,700 

Bitter Springs Formation 1,307 6,000 

(4,100)*Bitter Springs Salt 1,611 

Velocity derived from Acoustic Log* 
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TABLE 3 


Theoretical and Observed Reflection 


Times at Erldunda No.1 


Formation 
Theoretical 
Reflection 
Time (ms) 

Reflection 
Horizon 

Observed 
Reflection 
Times 

Carmichael Sandstone .143 

Winnall Beds, Unit 4 .196 (1) (Purple) .190 , 
Winnall Beds, Unit 3 .303 

Winnall Sand Horizon .437 

Winnall Beds, Unit 1 .445 (3) (Light 
Brown) 

.460 

Inindia Beds 

Bitter Springs 

.524 (4) .540 

Loves Creek Member 

Bitter Springs 

.584 (5) (Dark 
Brown) 

.570 

Gillen Member .633 

Bitter Springs Salt .686 (6) (Blue) .715 

, 

On the basis of the time tie at Erldunda No. l~ Horizon 3 (light 

brown) correlates near the top of unit 1 of the Winnall Beds, 

but the character of the acoustic log through the sand unit just 

above suggests that this reflection probably originated from the 

sand unit and hence it is referred to as the Winnall Sand ho~izon. 

The top of the Bitter Springs Formation gives rise to a strong 

and continuous reflection as would be expected from its velocity 

(horizon 5). A strong reflection is also recorded from the top 

of the salt at Erldunda No. 1 (horizon 6). These two Bitter 

Springs reflections merge together towards the west and beyond 

the large Proterozoic high at S.P. 250 on Line 82-02, only the 

one reflection is observed, and it is taken as the top of the 

Bitter Springs Formation. 
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Another reflection is sometimes recorded between horizons 3 and 5, 

and can be related to the Inindia Beds. The suite of three 

reflections, horizons 3, 4 and 5 from the Winnall Sand horizon, 

the Inindia Beds and the top Bitter Springs Formation, form a 

useful triplet which can be recognised on the sections when the 

identification though continuity is uncertain or not possible. 

The lower two horizons followed in the old surveys correspond to 

the Winnall Sand Horizon and the Bitter Springs salt horizon. 

The upper horizon mapped in the Erldunda survey appears to come 

from the top part of the Winnall Beds but from below ~orizons 1 

and 2. 

Numerous other reflection events are observed below those described 

above, often of good quality and continuity over short distances, 

but n~t persisting over large areas. In the Erldurida area; · those 

in a .5 second zone just below the Bitter Springs salt horizon 

exhibit apparent large scale, complex structural configurations, 

and these are thought to be related to salt flowage and structure 

within the lower part of the Bitter Springs Formation. West of 

the large Proterozoic high at S.P. 250 on Line 82-02, the suite of 

reflections in this zone are generally more conformable with the 

top Bitter Springs reflection. Deeper reflections are generally 

sub-horizontal and discontinuous. No attempt has been made to 

interpret the reflections recorded from below the Bitter Springs 

horizons 5 and 6 in terms of structure. 

Interpretation 

Interpreted seismic record sections for the 1982 survey are 

presented in plates 9 to 20, showing the six horizons which could 

generally be picked. Time maps were produced for horizon 3, the 

Winnall Sand horizon and horizon 5, the top Bitter Springs horizon, 

as these were the most consistent reflection events and also 

provide the most significant structural picture (plates 6 and 7). 

These maps also incorporate the data from the two old surveys and 

such information as could be gleaned from the shooting on OP214. 

Because the lines are so widely spaced, it has generally only been 

. possible to present an areal picture for the region to the west 
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and southwest of Erldunda, but even here the projection between 

lines is very subjective. 

The Erldunda structure is a large anticlinal feature trending 

southeast to northwest 10 km south of Erldunda Station. The 

structure is mapped on the old Erldunda survey data, but the 

northeastern end of line 82-01 of the new work traverses the south

west flank. The structure is asymmetrical with a steep northeast 

flank. The Proterozoic horizons, three through six, are all 

conformable across the structure. The structure is also evident 

on horizon 2, the top Proterozoic unconformity; however, there is 

marked thinning between horizons 3 and 2, which is demonstrated 

on Line 82-01, and the relief of the Erldunda structure on horizon 

2 is much less. Erldunda No. 1 was drilled on the crest of the 

structure and appears to be an adequate test of it. 

Two further structural highs are indicated on Line 2 of the Erldunda 

Survey, 6 km and 14 km east of Erldunda Homestead (S.P. 's 125 and 

110). It seems that salt movement in the Bitter Springs Formation 

has been involved in the formation of all three structures. 

A northwest plunging syncline flanks the Erldunda structure on 

the southwest. The Bitter Springs Formation, which is at a depth 

of 1,300 metres (900 m subsea) at Erldunda No.1, deepens to 

2,700 metres (~2,250 m subsea) in the syncline about 27 km west of 

Erldunda at S.P. 482 on Line 2 of the Kulgera Survey. 

An old eroded high occurs near the intersection of Lines 82-02 and 

82-03, 35 km southwest of Erldunda No.1. The Winnall Beds and 

the Inindia Beds have been eroded from its top and from the flat 

appearance of the Bitter Springs reflection, the Bitter Springs 

Formation has probably been breached also. The depth to the top 

of the Bitter Springs is about 600 metres (150 m subsea). It is 

likely that the Lower Palaeozoic sediments are thin or absent 

and that the present cover is mainly Pertnjara or Finke Group 

equivalent and other superficial deposits. This high has been 

linked with a similar feature to the south of Erldunda No.1. 
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A major structural feature is revealed on Line 82-07 near Mt. 

Ebenezer Station. The Proterozoic section plunges steeply to 

the south from outcrop in the Basedow Range. The Bitter Springs 

Formation reaches a maximum depth of about 3,100 m(~2,650 m 

subsea) in a trough, which is then terminated abruptly by a large 

overthrust fault which brings the Bitter Springs back to within 

about 900 metres of the surface. The same feature is seen on 

Kulgera Line 2 to the east of its intersection with , Line 82-07. 

The two intersections of the fault show that it strikes at 140° 

and that the fault plane dips to the southwest at 30°. The trough 

plunges to the southeast. 

A large Proterozoic anticlinal feature crosses Lines 82-06, 05 and 

04A, striking from northwest to southeast and plunging to the south

east. The Winnall Beds are eroded from the top of the structure 

and the Inindia Beds probably breached also. The Bitter Springs 

Formation is at a depth of 1,450 metres (1,000 m subsea) on Line 

82-06. The structure is unlike the Erldunda structure in that the 

post-Proterozoic erosion has cut into the structure and up to 400 

metres of probable Lower Palaeozoic sediments have been deposited 

in a broad depression spread across the top of the Proterozoic 

structure. This is demonstrated clearly on Lines 82-04A, -05 and 

-06. About 400 to 500 metres of post-Ordovician sediments overlay 

this depression. The depth to the Bitter Springs along Kulgera 

line 2 to the northwest suggests that a closure could develop on 

this anticline to the northwest of Line 82-06. 

The probable Lower Palaeozoic sediments occurring in the depression 

on Lines 82-04A, -05 and -06 are fairly widespread, being present 

from S.P. 250 on Line 82-07 to the southern end of Line 82-06 and 

along most of the southern east-west lines, but they normally only 

occur as a thin veneer sandwiched between the Proterozoic and the 

Devono-Ordovician sediments. They reach their maximum thickness 

at about S.P. 135, Line 82-06 where they may be about 500 metres 

thick. Interestingly they exhibit a ' rollover at S.P. 120 on this 

line. 
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The remainder of the seismic coverage consists of long single 

lines which can only indicate regional trends or the presence 

of anomalous features. The more significant features are: 

1. 	 Ku1gera Line 3 indicates three deep troughs separated by 

fault zones. It is possible that these are similar features 

to that described near Mt. Ebenezer. 

2. 	 The sedimentary section is very thick on the southe~n ends 

of lines 82-04B, and Kulgera Line 3 and also at S.P. 386 

on Kulgera Line 1. The depth to the Bitter Springs Formation 

at these locations,is respectively 3,300 metres, 4,400 metres, 

and 2,200 metres. 

3. 	 A sedimentary thickness in excess of 4,000 metres is indicated 

from S.P. 430, Line 82-13 to S.P. 20, Line 82-14 on OP214. 

The Bitter Springs reflection is , at a depth of about 3,700 m 

(3,150 m subsea). No reflection data is observed either side 

of this zone. 

4. 	 Eroded Proterozoic highs are present on Kulgera Line 2 at 

S.P. 512 and 590, .and Kulgera Line 1 at S.P. 371, as well as 

that described above at the intersection of Lines 82-02 and 

-03. These remnants have been eroded into the Bitter Springs 

Formation and are covered by 400 to 700 metres of post-Lower 

Palaeozoic sediments. 

5. 	 A relatively small anticlinal feature occurs in the Proterozoic 

section at S.P. 580 on Line 82-04B. 
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8. GEOLOGICAL SUMMARY 

The regional geological setting of permits OP213 and OP214 

is that they lie to the south of the main centre of Palaeozoic 

deposition of the Amadeus Basin, but in an area of extensive 

late Proterozoic deposition. An integrated interpretation of 

the regional geology, gravity and magnetic data suggests that 

the main Amadeus Basin depocentre is flanked to the south by 

a basement ridge, approximately corresponding with the Angas 

Downs Gravity Ridge (Plate 1), where the sedimentary thickness 

is possibly less than 4,000 metres. This basement ri&ge under

lies the northern parts of OP213 and OP214, approximately north 

of a line joining the Erldunda and Kernot Ranges. A late 

Proterozoic sub-basin is developed in the southwest in the 

vicinity of Mt. Conner, where the basement depth is possibly 

of the order of 7,000 metres. The seismic data has indicated 

that Palaeozoic sediments are widespread in OP213, and extend 

further south t~an known outcrop, but they do not attain a total 

thickness of more than 1,100 metres. 

Palaeozoic Sediments 

The recent work indicates that the distribution and thickness 

of Palaeozoic sediments in OP213/214 is consistent with the views 

held by previous workers. Substantial thicknesses of these 

sediments are likely to be present to the north of the Mt. Sunday 

and Erldunda Ranges, located in the northeast of OP213, and to 

the north of the Liddle Hills and the continuation of late 

Proterozoic outcrops to the west-northwest. Early Palaeozoic 

sediments, which are in places strongly folded, are present 

between the Liddle Hills and the Basedow-Kernot Ranges, but it 

is unlikely that their thickness is substantial. A veneer of 

early Palaeozoic sediments overlie late Proterozoic rocks in 

the northern half of OP214, but are not present in the southern 

half. The seismic data indicates that the southern part of 

OP213 has a blanket cover of up to 1,100 metres of Palaeozoic 

sediments, the greater portion of which may be non-prospective 

Finke or Pertnjara Group equivalents. 
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In general the Palaeozoic sediments thicken substantially north 

of the zone of the Angas Downs Gravity Ridge (Plate 1), thin 

over the ridge and continue southwards into the central and 

southern parts of OP213. 

In the central part of OP213, a prism of sediments up to 500 

metres thick is sandwiched between the top Protero~oic unconform

ity and an overlying section of younger Palaeozoic rocks. It is 

probable that the age of the rocks in this depression is 

Cambro-Ordovician (Larapinta Group) and they are overlain by 

400 to 600 metres of flat-lying Finke or Pertnjara Group 

equivalent sediments. Alternatively, the sediments in the 

depression may be of Cambrian age (Pertaoorrta Group or Mt. 

currie Conglomerate equivalent) and the lower part of the over

lying flat-dipping section may be Larapinta Group. The 

depression overlays the eroded crest of a late Proterozoic 

structure seen on lines 82-04A, 82-05 and 82-06. 

The interpretation of the aeromagnetic data acquired in OP214 

indicates that the late Proterozoic, Bitter Springs Formation 

is at shallow depths and this is in general agreement with the 

field geology in the north of OP214 where a veneer of strongly 

folded early Palaeozoic sediments is thought to overlie the 

Bitter Springs. The surface structure, and the structural 

interpretation obtained from the magnetic and the limited 

seismic data, show a very broad correlation in this area. 

However, the depths estimated to the top of the Bitter Springs 

Formation from the seismic data are several times greater than 

those obtained from the magnetic data. 

The Palaeozoic sediments cropping out in the northern parts of 

the permits are strongly folded with the structures orientated 

east-west in OP213 and east-southeast in OP214. In the central 

and southern parts of OP213, however, there is no seismic 

evidence for folding of the Palaeozoic sediments, with a possible 

exception on line 82-06. Apparently the Devono-Carboniferous 

Alice Springs Orogeny had no effect on the Palaeozoic sediments 

south of the basement ridge running across the north 

of OP213/214, in strong contrast to those sediments on and to 

the north of the ridge. 
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Late Proterozoic Sediments 

Late Proterozoic sediments crop out in the region of the northern 

basement ridge and they thicken to the south where there is a 

major outcrop around Mt. Conner indicating a substantial thickness 

of these sediments. The surface geological, seismic, gravity 

and magnetic data all point to the presence of a substantial 

thickness of late Proterozoic sediments in a sub-basin in the 

south-west part of the area of OP213/214. Estimates of the 

depth to the top of the Bitter Springs Formation on the southern 

ends of line 82-04B and Kulgera line 3 are respectively 3,300 m 

and 4,400 m. The character of the seismic data suggest that the 

Bitter Springs Formation could be about 2,000 metres thick and 

the total thickness of sediments in the sub-basin could be 5,000 

to 7,000 metres. An estimate of 7,000 metres depth to magnetic 

basement in the vicinity of Mt. Conner has been made from the 

data obtained in the Curtin Springs aeromagnetic survey. 

Some 55 m of evaporites (halite and gypsum) were present in the 

Bitter Springs Formation at the base of the Erldunda No. 1 well 

and 40 m of halite with dolomite within the Bitter Springs 

Formation in Mt. Charlotte No. 1 well. This thin evaporite 

sequence may well thicken to the southwest. The seismic sections 

show no evidence of salt piercement, although there are 

suggestions of salt flowage. It should be noted that no seismic 

data has been acquired over large portions of the southern 

parts of OP213 and OP2l4. These areas contain thick late 

Proterozoic sediments with the possibility of increased thick

ness of evaporites leading to piercement structures. 

At outcrop, the late Proterozoic formations are unconformable 

with each other, whereas the seismic data indicate that in the 

subsurface the Bitter Springs Formation, Inindia Beds and 

Winnall Beds are conformable. 

The dominant structural trend in the Amadeus Basin can be best 

seen to the north of the permits where fold axes are aligned 
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east to east-southeast. This direction is reflected in the 

strike of outcrops along the northern margin of OP213 and 

OP214 and appears to be mainly as a result of the Alice Springs 

Orogeny. Maximum compression is inferred to be in a north

northeast direction. In the permits, Larapinta Group sediments 

and possibly the younger Mereenie Sandstone show evidence of 

east-west compression. 

In the subsurface of OP213, however, all structures in late 

Proterozoic sediments trend northwesterly. It is probable that 

this direction of foldin~ is a result of the Petermann Ranges 

Orogeny. 

The late Proterozoic sediments are complexly folded and faulted. 

The domitiant fault pattern appears to be one of northwesterly 

striking thrust faults where the southwestern block rides up and 

over the northeastern block. This style of faulting can be seen 

on Kulgera lines 2 and 3 as well as on line 82-07 and possibly 

line 82-04. On Kulgera line 3 these thrust faults are regularly 

spaced at intervals of about 9 km. This fault direction is 

likely to occur in OP214~ 
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9. PROSPECTIVITY 

Palaeozoic 

The major hydrocarbon play in the Amadeus Basin has been in the 

Cambro-Ordovician Larapinta Group, with the petroleum most 

likely being generated in the Horn Valley siltstone and reser

voired in the Stairway or Pacoota Sandstones. The Horn Valley 

Siltstone and Pacoota Sandstone are not present, however, in 

OP2l3j2l4 and only a much reduced section of the Larapinta Group 

occurs. Gas has been discovered in the Pertaoorrta Group in the 

northern part of the Basin but it is very doubtful if an equiv

alent of this Group exists in the permit areas. Anticlinal 

structures within the Larapinta Group are mapped on the surface 

ln the northern part of OP2l4, but there is only a thin section 

of Palaeozoic sediments overlying late Proterozoic and generally 

the anticlines are breached to the Stairway Sandstone. In the 

central and southern parts of OP2l3, the Palaeozoic section is 

up to 1,100 metres thick and probably more than half of this is 

the equivalent of the non-prospective Finke or Pertnjara Groups. 

This section generally has no structural development. 

The single seismic indication of an anticlinal rollover in 

probable early Palaeozoic sediments occurs at S.P. 120 on 

line 82-06. This structure, "however, would have a very small 

drainage volume from the Palaeozoic section and would have to 

rely on migration from the underlying Proterozoic sediments in 

order to contain a significant amount of hydrocarbons. 

The possibility of oil or gas being found in this early 

Palaeozoic play in OP2l3 or OP2l4 is therefore considered 

very poor. 

Proterozoic 

Gas shows have been reported from late Proterozoic sediments 

in the northern part of the Amadeus Basin, so possible generation 
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of hydrocarbons from this section must be considered. A geo

chemical assessment of the late Proterozoic, particularly from 

the data more relevant to OP213 and OP214, indicates that although 

possible source rocks are present in the lower shale unit of 

the Winnall Beds and the lower part of the Inindia Beds, and the 

rocks are not overmature, the potential for generation of 

hydrocarbons can only be rated as poor. The lack of reasonable 

porosity and permeability in the late Proterozoic section is 

a further downgrading feature. 

The Proterozoic section is strongly folded and faulted and 

large structures have been revealed by the seismic data. 

However, the Winnall Beds and Inindia Beds have normally been 

eroded from these. The Erldunda structure was an exception to 

this and has been tested with negative results. This well 

intersected all three late Proterozoic formations and it is 

unlikely that a lack of seal would have been the reason for 

hydrocarbons not being present. A much smaller anticlinal roll 

over occurs at S.P. 580 on line 82-04B where a relatively 

complete late Proterozoic section is present. Stratigraphic 

trapping at the top Proterozoic unconformity surface would 

also be possible. 

In summary, although trapping possibilities can no doubt be 

demonstrated in the late Proterozoic section in OP213 and OP214, 

the poor source rock potential and lack of reasonable porosity 

make the prospectivity of the Proterozoic poor. 
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10. CONCLUSION 

The prospects of discovering oil or gas in OP's 213 and 214 

is largely dependent on generation from the late Proterozoic 

section. The source rock potential of this section is 

regarded as poor based on the data available at present. 

structural traps are no doubt present in the permits but 

are often breached by erosion. The Erldunda structure is 

the most attractive structure revealed so far and it has 

been tested by Erldunda No.1 well and found to be dry. 

It is therefore concluded that the probability of finding 

oil or gas in OP2l3 or OP2l4 is low. 

Should further investigations of the petroleum potential of 

this area be contemplated, then these should initially be 

directed at upgrading the perceived source rock potential of 

the Winnall Beds, the Inindia Beds and the Bitter Springs 

Formation. This should be done by obtaining cores through 

these formations at strategic locations. 

Although it has been concluded that the petroleum potential 

is low, the area is very interesting geologically. There are 

a number of problems which require further investigation before 

a satisfactory geological interpretation of the area is 

possible. 

The more important of these are:

(i) 	 The structural style of the late Proterozoic 

section has not been defined completely and the 

strike of the major features appears to be 

different to that in the northern part of the 

Amadeus Basin. 

(ii) 	 The form of the Basin margin in the southwest of 

the area requires definition. It is possible 

that it could be an overthrust margin. 
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(iii) 	There is a significant prism of sediments of 

unknown age and type in the central part of 

OP213. 

(iv) 	 A deep "graben" of probable late Proterozoic sediments 

in the north of OP214 is revealed by the seismic 

data in a location where it was not suspected from 

the surface geology. 

(v) 	 The stratigraphic position of the volcanics 

causing the shaJlow magnetic anomalies is still 

uncertain. 

Appendix 5 sets out proposals for further investigations to 

provide a greater understanding of the geology of the area 

of OP~s 213 and 214. 
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PERMIT NO. 213 (N.T.) 

Term: 6/10/81 5/10/86 

Conditions 

Year 1 (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Review all data 

Geological field work 

Geochemical analyses 

100 km seismic data 

Expenditure: $ 375,000 

Year 2 100 km seismic data 

Expenditure: $ 300,000 

Year 3 1 well to economic basement 

Expenditure: $2,000,000 

Year 4 75 km seismic data 

Expenditure: $ 250,000 

Year 5 1 well to economic basement 

Expenditure: $2,000,000 



PERMIT NO. 214 (N.T.) 

Term: 6/10/81 5/10/86 

Conditions 

Year 1 (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Review all data 

Geological field work 

Geochemical analyses 

88 km seismic data 

Expenditure: $ 575,000 

Year 2 212 km seismic data 

Expenditure: $ 500,000 

Year 3 1 well to economic basement 

Expenditure: $2,000,000 

Year 4 100 km seismic data 

Expenditure: $ 250,000 

Year 5 1 well to economic basement 

Expenditure: $2,000,000 
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INTRODUCTION 


The attached "Lower Paleozoic and Proterozoic Stratigraphic Correlation" 

in the Amadeus Basin is based on data provided by four wells which penetrated 

significant thicknesses of Proterozoic section. These wells are the Ochre 

Hill No. 1, Ooraminna No.1, Mt. Charlotte No.1 and Erldunda No. 1. For

mation boundaries were determined and correlated on the basis of lithological 

changes in the sample logs and correlatable electric log response. The 

correlated stratigraphy is described below in an ascending sequence. 

Proterozoic Stratigraphy 

The Bitter Springs Formation represents the lowermost proterozoic 

rocks correlated in this cross section. It has been divided into two members. 

The lower Gillen Me~ber is predominantly dolomite and is separated from the 

overlying Loves Creek Member by ,200 feet of salt. The upper Loves Creek 

Member consists primarily of dolomite with interbeds of siltstone, claystone 

and shale. The Bitter Springs Formation was deposited in a relatively 

stable shallow-marine environment. The Bitter Springs Formation is discon

formably overlain by the Areyonga Formation in the north and by the Inindia 

Beds in the south (Ooraminna No.1 and Erldunda No.1). However, in the 

west, as in the Ochre Hill No.1, the Bitter Springs Formation is unconformably 

overlain by Paleozoic rocks. 

The Areyonga Formation which outcrops in the northern Amadeus Basin 

has been correlated with the Inindia Beds in the southern Amadeus Basin 

because of their similar stratigraphic positions. The Areyonga Formation 

as penetrated in Ooraminna No.1 consists primarily of siltstone, with a few 

interbeds of sandstone in the lower unit and dolomite in the upper unit. 

The siltstone section contains abundant pyrite and organic matter which 

represents deposition in stagnant conditions. The upper dolomite unit was 



deposited under shallow marine conditions. The lower arenaceous sediments 

were deposited in a paralic environment. The Areyonga Formation is absent 

in the Mt. Charlotte No.1. The corresponding Inindia Beds are divided into 

an upper sandstone unit and a lower shale unit. In Erldunda No.1, this 

sandstone unit contains glauconite, phosphate pellets and calcareous shale. 

The lower dark gray calcareous shale unit contains abundant organic matter. 

The Inindia Beds are marine shelf deposits. 

The uppermost formation of proterozoic age is the Pertatataka Formation 

which is the equivalent of the Winnall Beds in the southern Amadeus Basin. 

The Pertatataka Formation and the Winnall Beds are unconformably overlain 

by Paleozoic rocks. The Pertatataka Formation is overlain by the Cambrian 

Pertaoorta Group in the northern Amadeus Basin while the Winnall Beds are 

overlain by the Carboniferous to Ordovician Larapinta Group in the southern 

Amadeus Basin. The Pertatataka Formation consists of shale with a few thin 

interbeds of siltstone. The thick shale section in Ooraminna No.1 and Mt. 

Charlotte No.1 was probably deposited in a reducing environment in deep 

water. The Julie Member of the Pertatataka Formation can be recognized in 

Ooraminna No.1, and consists predominantly of dolomite with a few thin 

sandstone lenses and interbeds of siltstone. The Winnall Beds in the southern 

Amadeus Basin can be subdivided into four units, from bottom to top, 1. 

Lowermost shale and siltstone unit, 2. Sandstone and conglomerate unit, 3. 

Shale with interbeds of sandstone, and 4. Uppermost sandstone unit. In 

Erldunda No.1 the lowermost shale unit was deposited under stagnant conditions. 

The overlying conglomerates suggest tectonic uplift. The upper shale and 

sandstone units were deposited in a shallow marine shelf environment. The 

relationship of arenaceous facies in the Winnall Beds grading northward into 

lutites and carbonate rocks of the Pertatataka Formation suggests that the 

arenaceous sediments were derived from the south. 

2. 



Proterozoic Geochemistry (Tables 1, 2, 3 and Figures 1 and 2). 

Ooraminna No.1 - the Vitrinite reflectivity values from Cores 9 

and 11 are 0.5, 0.71 and 1.40 which indicates that they are thermally 

mature for gas type hydrocarbons. The TOC values from Core 9 are 0.77% 

and 0.90% which are rated fair to good. From this geochemistry data, 

the dark grey shale section in the Pertatataka Formation as drilled in 

Ooraminna No.1 constitutes a significant hydrocarbon source rock. It 

is thought that the Pertatataka Formation may provide the source for 

the gas tested at 5 MMCF/D in Dingo No.1. In the Areyonga Formation, 

the Vitrinite reflectivity value of 0.69 and the TOC value of 0.1 from 

Core 14 indicate that the siltstone section is lean in organic matter, even 

if it is thermally mature. 

Mt. Charlotte No.1 - the Vitrinite reflectivity values from Cores 

16, 19 and 21 are close to 1.0 which indicates that the base of the oil 

window has been reached and that hydrocarbons generated are likely to be 

gas and/or condensate. From the gas chromatography analysis at a depth 

of 5424 feet, hydrocarbons with wet gas composition have been extracted 

from source rocks with a TOC value of 1.72%. Small gas kicks were recorded 

over dark grey shale intervals in the Bitter Springs Formation from 5230 

feet to 5660 feet and from 6720 feet to 6760 feet. This dark grey shale 

section is considered to be a potential source rock for wet gas. 

Erldunda No.1 - the TOC value of Core 4 is 0.1% and the Vitrinite 

reflectivity value is 0.52. This may indicate that the upper shale unit 

of the Winnal Beds does not contain sufficient organic carbon to constitute 

a potential source rock, although the Vitrinite reflectivity value lies 

in the oil window. 

3. 




The TOC value of Core 6 is 0.6%, while the Vitrinite reflectivity 

value is 2.18. Small amounts of methane were extracted from Core 6. This 

indicates that the lower shale unit of the Winnal Beds represents a 

potential source rock for dry gas. 

Figure 1 is a graph of Vitrinite reflectivity against depth. The 

data used to construct the graph includes most of the shale cores from 

Ooraminna No.1, Mt. Charlotte No.1 and Er1dunda No.1. From this figure, 

it seems that Vitrinite reflectivity values generally increase with depth. 

The transition from oil to wet gas occurs at about 5,000 feet. Figure 2 

represents a plot of TOC against depth for Ooraminna No.1, Mt. Charlotte 

No.1, and Erldunda No.1. The data includes the shale cores and any 

cores with corresponding Vitrinite reflectivity values. From this figure, 

most of the TOC values appear low. This is due primarily to the fact 
\\ that geochemical evaluation was not the prime reason for taking cores. 


In Ooraminna No.1, two TOC values in the Pertatataka Formation are in 


. the fair range and two in the Areyonga Formation are close to the fair 


range. 

In summary, based on geochemistry from scattered cores in three wells, 

the potential source rocks of proterozoic age are the thick dark grey 

shale sections of the Pertatataka Formations which were deposited in a 

deep water environment in Ooraminna No.1, the dark grey shale section in 

the Bitter Springs Formation in Mt. Charlotte No.1, the lower dark grey 

shale unit of the Winnal Beds which were deposited under stagnant conditions 

in ErldundaNo . 1 and the marine shale in the lower part of the Inindia 

Beds in Erldunda NO.1. 

4. 




TABLE 1 

AELL: OORAMINNA NO. 1 

DEPTH GENERAL! ZED VITRI NITE 
CORE NO. (FEET) LITHOLOGY REFLECTIVITY TOC (%) FORMATION 

C6 1568 Dol 0.01 Julie Member 

C7 2057 Sh 0.08 Pertatataka Fm. 

C8 2356 Sb 0.08 Pertatataka Fm. 

C9 2699 Sh 1.40 0.77 Pertatataka Fm. 

C9 2703 Sh 0.50 0.90 Pertatataka Fm. 

Cl0 3029 Sh 0.10 Pertatataka Fm. 

Cll 3439 Sh O. 71 0.20 Pertatataka Fm. 

Cll 3442 Sh 0.38 Pe rta ta taka Fm. 

r13 3920 Slst 0.48 Areyonga Fm. 

C14 4168 Shly Mdst 0.67 0.10 Areyonga Fm. 

C17 4939 Dol 0.01 Bi tte r Spri ngs Fm. 

C18 5224 Clys t 0.02 Bi tte r Spri ngs Fm. 

C20 5881 Dol 0.04 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C21 6081 Salt 0.02 Bitter Springs Fm. 

t; 



TABLE 2 

WELL: MT. CHARLOTTE NO. 1 

DEPTH GENERALI ZED VITRINITE 
CORE NO. ( FEET) LITHOLOGY REFLECTl VlTY TOC (%) FORMATION 

Cl0 3192 Sh 0.03 Pertatataka Fm. 

C12 4020 Sh 0.14 Pertatataka Fm. 

C13 4530 Sh 0.09 Pertatataka Fm. 

C15 4767 Sh 0.02 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C16 5036 Dol 1. 05 0.14 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C17 5144 Dol . 0.09 Bitter Springs Fm~ 

C19 5421 Sh/dol & anhydrite 1. 08 0.28 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C21 5815 Sh/dol & SS 1. 19 0.20 Bitter Springs Fm. 

rn 6141 Salt 0.01 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C23 6379 Dol & Sh 0.07 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C24 6703 Do 1/Sh & Sa lt 0.20 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C25 6749 Dol & Sh 0.10 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C26 6937 Dol 0.10 Bitter Springs Fm. 

il 



TABLE 3 

WELL: ERLDUNDA NO.1 

DEPTH GENERALIZED VITRI NITE 
CORE NO. ( FEET) LITHOLOGY REFLECTIVITY TOC (%} FORMATI ON 

C3 1863 55 0.25 vlinna1 Beds 

C4 2395 Sh 0.52 0.10 Winnal Beds 

C5 3057 SS 0.09 Winnal Beds 

C6 3652 Sh 2.18 0.60 Inindia Beds 

C8 3985 SS 0.24 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C9 4190 Sh 0.11 Bitter Springs Fm. 

C10 4792 Dol/Anhydrite 0.03 Bitter Springs Fm. 

7 
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Potential Proterozoic Reservoir Rocks 

The presence of reservoir rocks in the Proterozoic is confirmed 

by valid tests of hydrocarbons from two wells in the Amadeus Basin. 

Ooraminna No.1 tested gas at the rate of 12,000 cubic feet per day 

from pyritic dark grey shale and dolomitic limestone in the Areyonga 

Formation. Dingo No. 1 tested gas at the rate of 5.5 MMCF/D from combined 

zones in the basal Cambrian (Arumbera sandstone) and Upper Proterozoic 

(Julie - Louise members of the Pertatataka Formation). The Bitter Springs 

could serve as a fractured reservoir. Lenses of clean sandstone with 

good reservoir properties and algal bioherms also occur in the Bitter 

Springs. 

10. 




Paleozoic Stratigraphy 

Paleozoic sediments including the Pertaoorrta Group, Larapinta Group 

and Pertnjara Group have been recognized in the cross-section. They range in 

a'ge from Cambrian to Carboniferous and thin out considerably toward the east 

and south. 

1. 	 Pertaoorrta Group 

The Pertaoorrta Group comprises a wide variety of rocks which "are thickest 

in the northern margin of the Amadeus Basin and thinner southward. 

The Arumbera Sandstone, the lowermost formation in the Pertaoorrta Group, 

is Lower Cambrian in age and unconformably overlies the Pertatataka Formation. 

Its thickness varies from 1,530 feet in Ooraminna No.1 to 60 feet in Mt. 

Charlotte No.1. The formation consists mainly of ferruginous brownish red 

sandstone with a few layers of siltstone and was deposited in a transitional 

deltaic environment. 

The 	 Lower Cambrian marine Tempe Formation rests unconformably on the 

,itter Springs Formation in Ochre Hill No.1, and is comprised of very fine 

to silty glauconitic sandstone, gray micaceous shale and siltstone. A few 

bands of dolomite are present near the base. Yellow fluorescence occurred over 

the basal, fifty feet of this dolomite section in Ochre Hill No. l. 

The Upper and Middle Cambrian Cleland Sandstone was deposited in the 

western Amadeus Basin under continental and transitional conditions. It is 

recognized in Ochre Hill No.1. The Cleland Sandstone is mainly orange 

to brown, fine to medium grained calcareous sandstone with interbeds of siltstone 

and shale. Traces of residual hydrocarbons occurred in the upper porous zone in 

Ochre Hill No.1. 

( 
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The Lower Cambrian Chandler limestone is widespread in the central and 

eastern part of the Amadeus Basin. The lithology of the Chandler limestone 

~s penetrated in Mt. Charlotte No.1 is primarily crystalline halite with 

siltstone interbeds. 

The Middle and Upper Cambrian Jay Creek Limestone in Mt. Charlotte No.1 

is primarily red and brown, micaceous shale with interbeds of calcareous siltstone, 

dolomite and anhydrite. The Jay Creek limestone was deposited in the eastern 

part of the Amadeus Basin in a shallow marine environment. 

The Upper Cambrian Goyder Formation represents the uppermost formation in 

the Pertaoorrta Group. It is a mixture of marine sandstone, shale and limestone. 

The Goyder Formation has the greatest areal extent of the rocks in the Pertaoorrta 

Group. In this cross-section, the Goyder Formation is recognized in Ochre Hill 

No.1. It conformably underlies the Pacoota Sandstone of the Larapinta Group 

and conformably overlies several other formations of the Pertaoorrta Group. 

Porous sandstone is noted throughout the Goyder Formation. 

The potential source rocks in the Pertaoorrta Group includes siltstones and 

carbonate rocks in the Jay Creek limestone, Tempe Formation and Goyder Formation. 

Potential reservoir rocks exist in the Chandler limestone, the Goyder 

Formation and the Arumbera Sandstone. Intergranular porosity is present in 

the Arumbera Sandstone and sandstones of the Goyder Formation. The basal 

Arumbera Sandstone together with underlying Proterozoic sandstones have produced 

gas on test in Dingo No.1. Maximum flow rates of 5 MMCFjD were attained. 

A possible source could be the underlying Pertatataka Formation. 

12. 




2. Larapinta Group 

The Larapinta Group includes five formations in ascending order; the Pacoota 

Sandstone, the Horn Valley Siltstone, the Stairway Sandstone, the Stokes Siltstone, 

dnd the Carmichael Sandstone. They range in age .from Upper Cambrian to Upper 

Ordovician. The Stairway Sandstone in Mt. Charlotte No.1 and the Carmichael 

Sandstone in Erldunda No.1 are recognized in the cross-section. In the eastern 

and southern portions of the Amadeus Basin, most of the Larapinta Group has been 

removed by erosion. 

The Ordovician Stairway Sandstone is recognized in Mt. Charlotte No.1, 

and consists of interbedded calcareous sandstone and micaceous shale. In the 

east, as in Mt. Charlotte No.1, the Stairway Sandstone rests unconformably on 

the Proterozoic Jay Creek limestone . Further south in Erldunda No.1, the 

Stairway Sandstone is replaced by the younger Carmichael Sandstone. The upper 

and lower parts of the Stairway Sandstone is a gas producing zone in the Palm 

Valley Gas Field. 

The Ordovician Carmichael Sandstone is the uppermost formation in the 

Larapinta Group. It is represented in Erldunda No.1. The predominant lithology 

of the Cannichael Sandstone is ferruginous, fine-grained sandstone with micaceous 

siltstone deposited under a shallow marine shelf environment. The thickness 

of the Carmichael Sandstone increases to the south, contrary to the general 

pattern of the Larapinta Group. 

The other three formations of the Larapinta Group which are not recognized 

in the cross-section are the Pacoota Sandstone, the Horn Valley Siltstone and the 

Stokes Siltstone. The Pacoota Sandstone, at the base of the Larapinta Group 

was deposited only in the northern half of the Amadeus Basin under a shallow 

marine environment, and ranges in age from late Upper Cambrian to Lower Ordovician. 

The lithology of the Pacoota Sandstone consists predominantly of quartzose 

sandstone with thin interbeds of siltstone. The Lower Ordovician Horn Valley 

1 1 



Siltstone was also deposited only in the northern Amadeus Basin like the Pacoota 

Sandstone and also under a marine environment. The Upper Ordovician Stokes Siltstone 

lies conformably between the Stairway Sandstone and the Carmichael Sandstone. 

The Pacoota S~ndstone is the main producing reservoir in the Mereenie Gas 

and Oil Field and the Palm Valley Gas Field. Additional gas has been produced 

at Palm Valley from the lower Stairway Sandstone and from fractured Horn Valley 

Siltstone. 

Potential source rocks in the Larapinta Group are the organic-rich Pacoota 

Sandstone, Stairway Sandstone and the Horn Valley Siltstone . 

3. Pertnjara Group 

The Devoni an Pertnj a ra Group makes up the youngest pal eozoi c sedi ments 

in the Amadeus Basin. It was deposited in the northern Amadeus Basin and is 

considered a fresh water formation. The continental Pertnjara Group consists 

of the Parke Siltstone at the base,overlain conformably by the Hermannsburg 

Sandstone, which is in turn overlain by Brewer Conglomerate. As penetrated 

in . Mt. Charlotte No.1, the Pertnjara Group is mainly red and brown micaceous 

shale and fine to medium grained sandstone. The sediments penetrated in Erldunda 

No.1 is correlated with the Parke Siltstone unit which characterized by ferruginous 

sandy siltstone with interlayered sandstone. The Pertnjara Group is not considered 

to be prospective for oil or gas . 

14. 
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(1) 	 SYNOPIS 

This report covers a seismic reflection survey carried 

out by Horizon Exploration (International) Limited in 

Licence Areas OPe 213 and OPe 214, Northern Territory 

on behalf of Weeks Australia Limited during the period 

23rd January 1982 to 31st March 1982. 

The survey was recorded 96 trace, 12 fold, split spread 

using dynamite charges loaded into single holes. 

An advance survey and line clearance party was established 

in the area on 13th January 1982. 

The areas were predominantly bush with a widespread system 

of tracks and with the convenience of the main road from 

Ayers Rock connecting the crew to the Stuart Highway and 

Alice Springs. 

The original programme called for the utilisation of 

existing tracks as seismic lines. However, it was decided 

to clear straight lines following roughly the course of 

the tracks. 

Unseasonal heavy rain interrupted the programme for a 

week early in the contract and finally brought it to a 

premature halt. 


The two prospect areas covered were 

(i) 	 OPe 213, an area extending approximately 80 

kilometres south west of Erldunda Station, and 

(ii) 	OPe 214, an area extending approximately 60 

kilometres north from Curtin Springs Station. 

\. ] ERLDUNDA 
I I 
• .J 

An advance party arrived on Erldunda Station on the 

13th 	January 1982 and established a camp site alongside 

line 	82-04, approximately 10 kilometres from the 
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SYNOPSIS ContI ••• 

northern end of the line between New bore and Sandhill 

bore. Water was obtained from an existing bore hole 

on the campsite. 

The campsite was situated some 80 kilometres from the 

Stuart Highway using existing station tracks and a 

further 220 kilometres by bitumen road to Alice Springs. 

Regular supply runs were made to Alice Springs for food 

and spares and crew changes were by vehicle runs to 

Alice Springs. 

r • 

CURTIN SPRINGS 

An advance survey party arrived at Curtin Springs on 

1st March 1982 and cleared a campsite approximately 2 
l I 

kilometres north of Curtin Springs Station alongside 

a well established track several hundred metres east 

of line 82-11. 

, ' The crew moved onto the campsite on the 4th March 1982 
I and a good supply of water was obtained from a bore 

sunk on the campsite. 

Fuel was trucked from Alice Springs. 

Regular supply runs were made to Alice Springs for food 

and spares. Some goods were also sent by tourist coach 

to Curtin Springs Station for collection. 

Crew changes were made by scheduled flights from Alice , 
• j 

Springs 	to Ayers Rock which was situated approximately 
. i , 	 80 kilometres from the campsite. 


Due to heavy rains, it was decided on the 27th March 


1982 to abandon the contract and the crew moved all 


equipment from the campsite on the 2nd April 1982. 
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SYNOPSIS Conti ... 

All vehicles and equipment were stored on Erldunda 

Station and the crew flown out of Alice Springs on 

the 3rd and 4th April 1982. 

1 

r .~ -

I · 

L 
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(2) DRILLING 

Initially three Mayhew 1000 drills mounted on Inter

national trucks were used on the contract. One rig 

started drilling waste holes and water bore on camp on 

the 21st January; a second arrived on the 25th January 

for the experimental programme and all three were drilling 

on line by the 27th January. 

The number of rigs was reduced to two after the 9th 

February. To keep up production one of these was put 

on night shift as well, which continued to the end of 

the contract. 

Drilling was mainly with air, except in some areas, 

particularly on line 82-05 where heavy wet clays were 

encountered, and foam injection was required. Other 

problems were encountered on line 82-11 where a very 

hard silcrete layer extended from SP122-444, usually 

encountered at depths from 10-30 feet. This necessitated 

the use of air hammers. Even this was found to take a 

long time to penetrate the layer, if at all; the result 

being that many of the holes in this area were less 

than 60 feet and often less than 30 feet. Most were 

loaded with reduced charges of 2,kgs. 

Access problems were encountered in dune areas, more 

often with the compressor trucks than the rigs themselves. 

This resulted in some holes being drilled one peg either 

side of the dune. 

The rigs were serviced on line, the fuel and water being 

supplied using a Custom Carrier 6 x 6 provided by 

Horizon Exploration (International) Ltd. This vehicle 

was also available for towing in areas of poor access. 

- 4 



,3) RECORDING 

The recording crew arrived in the prospect area on 

the 23rd January. Monthly tests were carried out 

satisfactorily on the 24th. On the 25th January a 

noise spread was laid on line 82-05 with stations 10m 

apart and 6 bunched phones per station. Five 90 foot 

l. 	 shots with 5kgs of Anzite Blue per hole were fired 

into this spread, the first being 10m from trace No. 1 

then 960 metres between shots. Results showed a noise 

train of approximately 5hz with a velocity of approximately 

300 metres per second. It was decided to control this 

using a low cut filter of 9hz with an 18db/Oct slope 

and a linear geophone pattern of 50 metres using 24 

geophones per trace. 

A 2 metre linear spread was then laid at 50m station 

I. 	 interval. Three depth comparison shots were fired at 

depths of 40, 60 and 90 feet. The result from the shallow 

hole was poor while little variation was noted between 

60 and 90. It was decided to drill to 60 feet for 

I . production holes with a 90 foot hole every 12 shots 
L 

for continuing comparison. 
[. ~ Production continued using the above parameters until 

the move to OPe 214 when the 90 foot holes were discontinued 

as they showed little difference compared to the 60 foot 

I. holes. 

12 fold cover was maintained throughout most of the 

prospect with occasional drops of fold due to shot

points being out of position owing to access problems. 

A set of daiiy tests were run each morning beforel. ~ 
commencement of shooting and a more comprehensive set 

of tests run monthly submitted to Horizon Exploration 

Ltd Processing'Centre in the U.K. The results of these 

tests were 	 telexed back to Australia and were within 
, the contractual specifications. 

'-..-' - 5 



(4) SURVEYING 

(i) 	 Erldunda Survey 

Horizontal Control 

j 0; 

( , 
I 
I 

r I 

(ii) 

l ] 
I ' 

From the triangulation station NTS 126 north 

of Erldunda Station, control was brought down 

to line 82-01 in the south by triangulation. 

Traverses were then run down all lines. Due 

to the lack of survey control in the area, the 

traverses could not be tied back to the Trig 

Station. A wild T1 was used throughout the 

survey. 

Vertical Control 

Initially an assumed datum of 450m was used 

at peg number 58 line 82-05 in order to submit 

statics. Later the elevations were tied in 

to Main Roads Department Bench Marks. A 

correction of +5.50m is to be added to all 

lines 01-07 in the Erldunda area of the prospect 

to obtain elevations on the Australian height 

datum 1971. 

Curtin Springs Survey 

Horizontal Control 

Traverse from Trig Station NTS 268 to line 

82-11 peg 300. Due to lack of survey control 

points in the vicinity of completed lines the 

traverse was not closed. Zone S3 coordinates 

were supplied to correspond to earlier work at 

Erldunda. 
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SURVEYING ContI ••. 

r . 

Vertical Control -

Elevation taken from Main Roads Department 

Bench Mark on Ayers Rock Highway - vertical 

traverse enclosed. 

Note: Both horizontal and vertical control 

were to be closed at the eastern end of line 

82-15 and also at intersection of 82-16 and 

82-17, but due to the abandonment of these 

lines this could not be effected. 

I 

(iii) Star Pickets 

Permanent markers were placed 

(a) Start and end of lines. 

(b) Every 5 kilometres at a 

(c) At all intersections. 

as follows: 

"100" peg. 

I, 

1-
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(5) 	 LINE CLEARANCE 

Machines used Contractors 

1 D6 Bulldozer C. Walker 

1 Galion Grader Mining & Exploration Services 

1 D4 Bulldozer Sid Staines 

1 D9 Bulldozer United Mining & Construction 

Initially two machines were on contract; the D6 and the 

grader. The D6 started work on the Erldunda campsite on 

the 19th January, and on line clearance on the 21st 

January. The grader started work on the 20th January. 

All lines on OP. 213' were double cut and graded, in 

addition to the main access from the Stuart Highway to 

camp and also north from camp to Mt. Ebenezer roadhouse. 

After moving to OP. 214 the nature of the terrain, i.e. 

extensive sand dunes on line 82-11 and some areas of 

heavy bush on lines 82-12 and 82-13 caused the dozer 

lead to decrease to a pOint where it was considered 

necessary to employ another bulldozer. The D4 started 

work on the 17th March and was used mainly in cutting 

access around dunes on line 82-14 and also in assisting 

the drilling rigs moving on the line. 

The D9 was brought in on the 23rd March and was used to 

cut 82-16 and part of 82-15 before the contract ended. 

The lines in OP. 214 were mostly double-cut but in dune 

areas the line was single-cut over the dune and access 

provided around it. 

In both areas bulldozers were started off by surveyors 

and then kept on line by means of a pegger. 

- 8 



(6) COMPUTATION 

Static corrections were computed on crew and were 

despatched direct to Seismic Data Processing, Sydney. 

Elevation velocities were calculated from graphical 

plots of the first arrival times, using Hagedoorns 

'minus' method to remove the effects of surface 

elevation changes and sub-surface weathering. 

Initially for lines 82-05, 82-06, 82-07 and 82-01 the 

statics were corrected to mean sea level, but due to 

the elevation of the prospect area (mostly 400m to 

50Om above sea level), this datum was found to be 

unsuitable. A mean datum of +350m was then selected 

and used in corrections for the rest of the contract. 

Throughout the prospect, weathering velocities were 

found to vary considerably, often from one shot point 

to the next. 

High velocity stringers close to the surface were 

frequently noted with subsequent inversion of velocity 

beneath these. 
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APPENDIX 1 

(1) 	 PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT 

Personnel: 

Party Chief M. Gray 

Computer E. Bowron 

Administration J. Byrnes, M. Lyons 

Observer P. Cook 

Assistant Observers B. Wallwork, T. Cholkowski 

Surveyors P. Berlaydn, A. Jermolajew 

Mechanics T. Marshallsay, B. Screaigh, 
D. Morrison 


Recording Helpers 14 


Survey Helpers 4 


Explosives 1 


Drivers 6 


Equipment: 

(1) 	 Vehicles 

(a) 	 Recording 

1 International 4 x 4 recording truck 

3 Geophone Toyotas 4 x 4 

1 Custom Carrier 4 x 4 cable truck 

1 Toyota 4 x 4 station wagon 

(b) 	 Explosives 


1 Toyota 4 x 4 utility 




PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT Cont/ ..• 

(c) 	 Survey 

2 Toyota 4 x 4 utilities 

(d) 	 Mechanics 

1 Toyota 4 x 4 plus support equipment 

1 Workshop trailer 

(e) 	 Supply 

1 Custom carrier 6 x 6 

1 International 510 Acco 4 x 4 

(f) 	 Party Chief 

1 Toyota 4 x 4 station wagon 

(g) 	 Administration 

1 Toyota 4 x 4 station wagon 

(II) 	 RECORDING 

Geosource MDS 10 digital recording instruments 

96 channels at 2ms or 4ms sampling. 

Geosource SDW 400B electrostatic camera, 48 seismic 

traces, plus auxiliaries. 

Input/Output radio shot firing blaster 

Geospace roll along switch 

Kalamos line tester 

75 Qol land cables with 3 take-outs at 55m interval 

per cable, 200 conductors for 96 trace operation at[ , 
50m interval. 

800 Strings 10Hz digital grade geophones. Each 

string consisting of 6 geophones at 10m interval. 

(III) 	 DRILLING 

3 Mayhew 1000 6 x 6 combination rig plus 4 x 4 

water tankers .
• 

2 ,International 610 Accos with external compressors 

and water tanks mounted. 



APPENDIX 1 

(1) 	 PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT 

Personnel: 

Party Chief M. Gray 

Computer E. Bowron 

Administration J. Byrnes, M. Lyons 

Observer P. Cook 

Assistant Observers B. Wallwork, T. Cholkowski 

Surveyors P. Berlaydn, A. Jermolajew 

Mechanics T. Marshallsay, B. Screaigh, 
D. Morrison 

Recording Helpers 14 

Survey Helpers 4 

I . 	 Explosives 1 

Drivers 6 
I 

I 
I. 

Equipment: 

[ 
(1 ) 	 Vehicles 

(a) 	 Record~ 

1 International 4 x 4 recording truck 

3 Geophone Toyotas 4 x 4 

1 Custom Carrier 4 x 4 cable truck 

1 Toyota 4 x 4 station wagon 

(b) 	 EX,2losives!
1 Toyota 4 x 4 utility 



APPENDIX 2 

(2 ) STATISTICS 

(a) Recording 

Recording hours 

Travel hours 

Standby hours 

Down Hours 

Number of shot points 

Kilometres recorded 

(b) Drilling (all rigs) 

Drill hours 

Travel hours 

Down hours 

Standby hours 

Number of holes drilled 

I' (c) EX,Elosives 

Number of lkg sticks of 
Anzite Blue used 

Number of detonators used 

(d) Line Clearance 

1, 
I ' , I 

" 

J .. 
~ ...... 
~ .. 

f ' 

, 

Grader: 

Work hours 

Travel hours 

Down hours 

Standby hours 

Bulldozers: 

Work hours 

Travel hours 

Down hours 

Standby hours 

OP 213 

252.25 

46.75 

131 

61.5 

770 

88 

OP 214 

161 

41.5 

439 

154.4 

741.5 

110 

37.5 

158.5 

785 

588 

78l;; 

25 

312 

491 

3800 

1569 

2394.5 

963 

398 

24 

73 

202.5 

8 

11 

69.5 

385 

10 

47 

26 

382 

16 

50 

38 



APPENDIX 3 

LINE SUMMARY 

Line 

82-1 

82-2 

82-3 

1st-last 
Geophone 
Station 

1-435 

1-403 

1-419 

82-4A 1-484 

82-4B 427-671 

82-6 1-246 

82-7 1-541 

82-11 1-568 

82-12 1-325 

82-13 1-525 

82-14 1-360 

\- 1 

1st-last 
Shot 

Point 

4-435 

4-400 

4-416 

5-484 

431-668 

4-244 

4-540 

4-559 

4-324 

4-521 

4-360 

Direction Remarks 

NE-SW 200m S.P. Interval 

E-W 1200% Coverage 

E-W 

N-S 

NW-SE 


SW-NE 


S-N 


S-N 


S-N 


SW-NE 


S-N 




Line 82-7 


Stn. 1 - Start of line 


Stn. 28 - Int. 82-06 


Stn. 100 


Stn. 200 


Stn. 300 


Stn. 400 


Stn. 500 


Stn. 541 - End of line 


Line 82-11 


Stn. 1 - Start of line 


Stn. 100 


Stn. 200 


Stn. 300 


Stn. 400 


Stn. 500 


Stn. 541 + 24m - Int. 82-12 


Stn. 568 - End of line 


l. I 
 Line 82-12 


Stn. 1 - Start of line
/ .. 
Stn. 28 


Stn. 100 


Stn. 200 


Stn. 289 + 20m - Int. 82-13 


Stn. 300 


Stn. 325 - End of line 




, 

Line 82-13 


Stn. 1 - Start of line 


Stn. 27 + 48rn - Int. 82-12 


Stn. 100 


Stn. 200 


Stn. 300 


Stn. 400 


Stn. 500 


Stn. 525 - End of line 


Line 82-14 


Stn. 1 - Start of line 


Stn. 100 


Stn. 200 


Stn. 300 


Stn. 360 - End of line 


J 

" 

, 




APPENDIX 4 

PARAMETERS 

Geophone station interval 50m 
Shot point interval 200m 
Coverage 1200% 

SPREAD DIAGRAM: 

1# 
1 

G.S. 
1 

GEOPHONE ARRAY: 

"---'III---,c--- 'I( 

> 
"0 
"0 
tr1 
Z 
t:;f 
~ 

x 
~ 

S.P.49 

48# 49# 96# 
I I I1 

G~S. G.S.G.S. 50 97
48 

.. 1( ---..... It .. It "It 

)(---W-)(-lt---""---'I('1(--
2m interval linear pattern 

SOURCE PATTERN: 

Single holes of 60' depth 



APPENDIX 5 

LIST OF PERMANENT 

Line 82-1 


Stn. 1 


Stn. 100 


Stn. 200 


Stn. 300 


Stn.. 400 


Stn. 410 + 25m 


Stn. 435 


Line 82-2 


Stn. 1 


Stn. 100 


Stn. 200 


Stn. 300 


Stn. 375 + 27m 


Stn. 400 


Stn. 403 


Line 82-3 


Stn. 1 


Stn. 100 


Stn. 200 


Stn. 300 


Stn. 381 + 35m 

Stn. 400 


Stn. 419 


MARKERS 

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Start of line 

Int. 82-02 


End of line 

Start of line 

Int. 82-03 


End of line 


Start of line 

Int. 82-04 


End of line 




Line 
Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

Line 

Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

l . 	 Stn. 

I" 

Line 


Stn. 


Stn. 


Stn. 


Stn. 


Stn. 


Stn. 


Line 

Stn.L 
Stn. 

I 


IJ 	 Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

Stn. 

82-4A 

1 


31 + 26m 


100 


200 


300 


400 


454 


484 


82-48 


427 


454 


500 


600 


668 


82-5 


1 


31 + 28m 


100 


200 


300 


328 


82-6 


1 


27 + 30m 


100 


200 


218 + 25m 


246 


- Start of line 


- Int. 82-03 


- Int 82-4B 

- End of line 

- Start of line 

- Int. 82-4A 

- End of line 

- Start of line 

- Int. 82-04A 

- Int. 82-06 


- End of line 


- Start of line 


- Int. 82-05 


- Int. 82-07 


- End of line 


I 

I 

I

l _ 
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SEISMIC DATA PROCESSORS LT D. Phone (02) 929 851 1 (5 Lines) 
80 Mount Street elex AA 23976 
North Sydney 

r N.S.W.2060 
~ 

SEISMIC PROCESSING REPORT 


FOR 


WEEKS AUSTRALIA LIMITED 


AMADEUS BASIN OP213/214 


OCTOBER, 1982. 
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GENERAL 

The Weeks Petroleum Ltd, Amadeus basin survey was recorded in permits 

OP213 and OP214 from February, 1982, until March 1982, by Horizon Explor

ation and processed by Seismic Data Processors International in their 

Sydney based processing centre. 

This was a reconnaissance survey based upon surface geological 

indicators, and some old seismic lines from the Kulgera Seismic Survey 

conducted by Namco Geophysical for Exoil (N.S.W.) Pty Limited. 

Seven lines were recorded in OP213 and these were as follows:

82 - 1 SP. 4 - 435 

82 - 2 SP. 4 - 400 

82 - 3 SP. 4 - 416 

82 - 4A SP. 5 - 484 

82 - 4B SP. 431 - 668 

82 - 5 SP. 1 - 328 

82 - 6 SP. 1 - 244 

82 - 7 SP. 1 - 541 

Line 82 - 7 was recorded from Mt Ebeneger, in the Basedow Range, 

due south. Line 82 - 6 was the extension of line 82 - 7 but 

off in a south westerly direction. 

Line 82 - 5 intersected 82 - 6 at its southern end and progressed 

eastward. At various points in the easterly progression, at 

direction changes the line numbering became 82 - 3, 82 - 2 and 

the 82 - 1. Line 82 - 4A and 82 - 4B progressed in a southerly 
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2. 

direction from the intersection of 82 - 3 and 82 - 5. 

Seven lines were planned for OP - 214 and these were:

82 - 1 

82 - 2 

82 - 3 

82 - 4 

82 - 5 

82 - 6 

82 - 7 

However only the following lines were actually recorded:

(note the ten's digit introduction to discriminate between this 

and the OP 213 lines). 

82 - 11 SP. 4 - 559 

82 - 12 SP. 4 - 324 

82 - 13 SP. 4 - 521 

82 - 14 SP. 5 - 360 

Lines 82 - 11, 12 and 13 were on a continual north - south 

trending traverse with line 82 - 14 further to the north without 

anyline ties. 

The project was originally scheduled to be 300 kID in total but due 

to the afore mentioned changes 50 kms were not shot. The breakdown 

was approx 150 km in OP 213 and 100 km in OP 214. 



~ 
3. 

These were recorded using 96 channel instrument to obtain 12 fold 


subsurface coverage using a dynamite source at a 60 foot hole depth. 


The data was processed to 4 seconds at a sample rate of 4 msec. 


The group interval was 50 m with shots occurring every 200 m. 
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4. 

FIELD TESTS 

The field tests for this project were recorded at the end of January, 

1982 and were received in the SDP Int'l office to be processed and 

displayed in a more convenient data format. 

The tests included a walkaway noise analysis and a series of hole 

depth comparisons. Power spectras were run on the tests to estimate 

the frequency range of the data recorded. 

The tests confirmed the acquisition parameters determined in the 

field by the Weeks field crew Q.C. 
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5. 

PROCESS SEQUENCE INITIALISATION 

Gain Recovery 

The records were output in SEGB format in the field with floating point 

gain applied. 

These tapes were demultiplexed and degained prior to the application 

of a gain recovery function. The field records were played out 

using various gain recovery functions before selection of a relevant 

parameter for this survey. 

The optimum gain curve was found to r'elate to a Tl function over the 

entire record length i.e. 0.1 to 3.1 seconds. This output a well 

balanced record suffering neither under nor over modulation problems, 

and was used for the entire survey. 

The data was resampled from 2 msec to a 4 msec rate at this juncture. 

Deconvolution 

At this stage testing was performed to optimise the deconvolution to 

be applied. Spiking operators were tried testing length of 

operator and prewhitening percentages. All were superior to the 

non-deconvolved record but finally the 64 msec length spiking operator 

with 1% pre whitening was selected. This inverse filter increased 

the resolution of the data while not seeming to degrade the low 

frequency component of the deeper events. 
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6. 

The design gate used was 450 msec to 3000 msec on the near 

offsets and 850 msec to 3000 msec on the far offsets. 

Power spectra were run both before and after deconvolution on 

near, middle and far offset traces. The selected deconvolution 

parameters were seen to be stable with respect to offset and well 

able to broaden the effective frequency range of the data. 

A perusal of the autocorrelation output from this test confirmed 

that the side lobes had been effectively collapsed. 

Filter Tests 

Although the power spectra give you the range of the frequencies in 

the data they do not discriminate between signal and noise. This 

can be performed using a series of discrete frequency filters in the 

range 0 - 10, 10 - 20, 20 - 30 hz and so on. 

These when viewed yield the range of frequencies in which any 

coherent signal exists. 

All bands showed some hints of signal with no specific frequencies 

inundated with noise, although some air blast was present. 

The two outputs together represent an effective tool to the design 

of a post deconvolution filter. A filter with the following corner 

frequencies was selected 12/20/60/70 effectively a 16 - 65 hz filter, 

similar to the recording filters. 
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7. 

Amplitude Scalar 

After deconvolution and filtering were performed a simple whole 

trace scalar was applied to bring all the traces and shots up to the 

same average power. This is a precaution against suspect geophone 

locations, differences in shot environment, offset - power 

deterioration and near surface changes. This technique preserves 

the spatio - temporal true amplitude relationship of the section. 

Display 

The single fold records were then played out for quality control 

purposes and to aid the trace/record edit procedure. Cable con

figuration, offsets and slipped shots were also checked at this 

juncture. 

Brute Stack 

A Brute stack was generated for each line using an area velocity 

function. This was used as a quality control measure and also 

to assist in the detailed positioning of the velocity analysis sets 

on the data. This stack was also used to check the elevation 

field static computation and to provide provisional tie information 

at intersections. 



8. 

Velocity Analysis 

Constant velocity scans were used to determine stacking velocities. 

Sets of 12 CDP's were corrected at various constant velocities and 

stacked. The time velocity co-ordinate of the optimised stack 

response are noted at each level and compiled into a full velocity 

function at anyone spacial location. 

These were run at 2 kID intervals. The data quality in this area 

was good and enabled a set of accurate stacking velocities to be 

selected. (OP 213) 

First Break Mutes 

These were originally determined from the single fold records and 

applied in the Brute Stacks and Velocity Analysis. The final 

mutes applied on the subsequent stacked outputs were determined from 

the C.O.S. (See next section) and were different from line to line. 

The mute for each individual line was annotated on the section side 

label. 

A considerable amount of effort was used on this data trying different 

first break mute functions of differing severity to optimise the 

shallow series of events. This was achieved by an interactive 

velocity/muting analysis performed on each line. 



9. 

Common Offset Stacks (C.O.S.) 

As well as checking the accuracy of the velocities, these were used 

to aid in the design of a first break mute. 

The degree of flatness on the corrected C.O.S. is an indication of the 

accuracy of the velocity picks. These were run at 1 km intervals, 

on and between velocity analysis locations. 

Fine tuning of the velocity functions is assured at each C.O.S. location. 

Once the C.O.S. are rerun with the revised velocity function they can 

be used to select first break mute functions. These are applied prior 

to stacking, and optimise the signal in the shallow section by eliminating 

first break noise. 

Field Sta tics 

These were provided by the Horizon field crew but close inspection 

seemed to indicate the use of an extremely simple method of 

calculation. 

One of the lines we had sent to Seismic Terragraphics who specialize 

in deriving field statics from the digitized first breaks by the T 

intercept method. 

We res tacked the line with both of the static methods from above 

and also with the simple elevation static. The stacks varied to some 

degree with each being superior to the others in particular 

zones. However, overall the Seismic Terragraphic statics seemed to 

create a better stack response, and one would assume from the 
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detailed weathering model developed, a better and truer structural 

picture. 

All of the lines were subsequently sent to Seismic Terragraphics for 

static computation. 

It was also thought that the refraction model generated for use in 

field static calculation may be useful in tieing the outcrop 

patterns with the complex geology seen on the section as an aid to 

interpretation. This was even more relevant on the data from OP 214 

than OP 213. 

The statics were calculated to a datum of 350 m A.S.L. with a 

replacement velocity of 3600 m/sec. The datum was fairly close 

to the surface elevation in OP 213 but was much lower than the 

elevations in OP 214 Le. ~ some 150 m. This of course necessitated 

a large negative static that would have shifted the shallow section 

past arbitary time zero. For this reason we bulk shifted the 

entire OP 214 project so that the 350 m datum actually appeared at 

the 200 msec timing line. 

Preliminary Stack 

A preliminary stack was produced for each line with the final 

velocities as selected from the C.O.S. 

All the lines were of good to very good data quality with strong 

coherent events at all levels. Dramatic buried relief features were 

also noticed at all levels, with associated complex faulting 

systems. Events at a much deeper level were seen with their 

associated diffraction tails. 
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11. 

Residual Static (Surface Consistent) 

The fully corrected unstacked data was input to our surface consistent 

static routine. The gates used covered the main zone of interest, 

and varied from line to line but approximately 500 -2500msec with 

a restricted maximum static of 16 msec. 

The application of these statics and the stack they produced offered 

some reasonable but undramatic improvement to the data in most 

areas but actually deteriorated the events in others. 

Residual Statics (CDP consistent) 

The unstacked output of the previous two stages were individually input 

to our CDP consistent residual static routine to statistically measure 

and remove the small remnant statics apparant between adjacent CDP's. 

These are intrinsically small. The routine used a 5 trace pilot with 

a maximum allowable static of 8 msec. and a design gate similar to 

that used in the surface consistent static phase. This produced 

reasonable results and seemed to successfully remove all the stack 

response static anomalies. But again the results varied 

spacially. 

Final Stack 

The best zones from the following four outputs on each line 

were saected and edited together to form the final stack. 

1) Preliminary Stack (Final Velocities no residual statics) 


2) R.S. Surface Consistent 


3) RJS. C.D.P. consistent 


4) R.S. Surface Consistent and CDP Consistent. 
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The final stack produced at this stage offered a considerable improvement 

to brute stacks and a reasonable improvement over the final velocity 

stacks or preliminaries. 
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13. 

POST STACK PROCESSING OP-213 

Filter and Scaling (Post Stack) 

An unfiltered zone of the stack was filtered using a suite of high-low 

bandpass filters. An optimum filter was selected by comparing the 

data from each of the panels. The following filter was selected, 

this was narrower in response that the post deconvolution operator. 

Time (Msec) Passband (Hz) 

o 16 - 55 

4000 16 - 55 

The data was scaled using long gate operators that were adjusted 

spacially to allow for structural changes. The gates were 

sufficiently long to leave the power balance within the event zone 

unaltered while allowing all events to be of an ampliiude suitable 

for plotting. 

Migration 

Wave equation migration (Finite difference method) was applied to all 

of the lines in the project. The results were very good with complete 

collapse of the deeper diffraction tails and a general simplification 

of the shallow complex faulting patterns being observed. 
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Coherency Filtering 

This was also applied on a routine basis and this greatly helped the 

continuity of the reflection particularly in the zones of poor 

signal to noise data 
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POST STACK PROCESSING OP-214 


Filter and Scaling (Post Stack) 


The same parameters were used here as they were on OP 213. 


Migration 


Migration was attempted on this area in the hope of producing a 

section with an increased signal to noise ratio. However no 

improvement was made. 

Coherency Filtering 

An attempt was made here to try and find some continuity amongst 

the apparant total randomness of the sections. The output 

however looked synthetic. 

Paper sections of both of the above were dispatched to Weeks in 

Melbourne, however they were not put to film. 
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DISPLAY 

The final sections for the final stac~ migrated stac~ coherency filtered 

stack were displayed on film at normal polarity for OP 213. Only 

the final stack was filmed on OP 214. 

The top label contained the following information. 

Velocity function boxes 

Elevation and datum plot 

Fold bar plot 

Shotpoint numbers and line ties 

Total Statics 

A plotting scale of 12 traces per inch and 5 inches per second was used. 
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PROCESSING MAINSTREAM OP - 213 

All of the lines recorded in this project were of good data 

quality. No major problems were encountered with the recording 

crew and the geometries/co-ordinates of the lines were relatively 

simple. 

Some fade out zones were noticed on line 82 - 3 between SP's 140 - 260 

and 82 - 4A between SP's 160 - 280, where the data quality became 

poorer, and the signal to noise ratio diminished. The single fold 

records were checked in this zone and confirmed that in these 

regions the data is simply not recorded. This has been our 

experience with other projects from the Amadeus Basin. 

Processing Mainstream OP-214 

The fade out zones in OP-213 were a prelude to much worse problems 

in OP-214. 

Line 82 - 11 seemed to contain no continuous events at all only 

hints between SP's 60 - 80 at 0.7 second and SP's 260 - 416 at 

0.3 to 0.6 seconds. 

Line 82 - 12 only contained hints of deep data at each extremity 

and a shallow event between SP's 240 - 324 at 0.2 to 0.5 seconds. 

Line 82 - 13 had numerous but discontinuous data segments between 

SP's 4 - 440 which suddenly developed into a zone of good data with 

continuous events at all levels until the end of the line(SP.521). 

Line 82 - 14 had only one zone where reflections were evident. 

This was between SP's 5 - 20 at 1 . 4 seconds. 
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SPECIAL PROCESSING OP-214 

Numerous iterations through velocity analysis and residual statics 

routines etc, multi-channel post stack processes such as migration 

and coherency filtering failed to significantly improve the inter

pretability of the data. 

A multi-channel, F - K Velocity filter was also tried prior to any 

other processing, although no specific noise problems were noticed. 

This also failed to effect any improvement in the data quality. 
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PERSONNEL VISITS 

In late January early February, Mr. Bruce Potter the field crew 

Q.C. visited the offices of SDP Int'l in Sydney to view the field 

tests and various brute stacks. 

In February Mr. R. Pearce and Mr. M. Williams of Horizon visited 

our offices to check the data processed so far. 

Mr. P. Cameron and a representative of Weeks from the u.S. visited our 

offices on several occassions during May. The purpose of these 

visits was to view the final stacks and decide on a plotting 

scale for OP 213 and to map out a policy for the processing of 

the lines from OP -214. 

Mr. N. Blake of SDP Int'l visited Weeks office in Melbourne for 

the discussions on the final stacks and numerous tests performed 

on data from OP - 214. 
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20. 

SUMMARY 

The project was completed to the satisfaction of the Geophysicists 

from Weeks Petroleum and S.D.P. International. 

The area OP 214 was a disappointment with some zones on the early 

sections responding well to processing,resulting in good quality 

dat~ The other zones however did not respond to any processing technique 

and remained virtually a non-recordable area. 

The data quality was good to very good in OP 213 but of complex 

structural geology, with noticeable improvement at each stage of 

processing. The lines tied very well in both time and character 

within the survey. 

The project was completed in August, 1982 with delivery of all of the 

film sections. 

I wish to extend thanks to the Horizon field crew and to the 

representatives of Weeks Petroleum for their advice and co-operation 

throughout the processing phase of this project. 

Respectfully submitted by 

~~r· f:---.o ·~~ 
Mr. D: Bagstad Mr. N. Blake 

(SDP Geophysicist) (SDP Processing Manager) 

for 

Seismic Data Processors International (Sydney) 



APPENDIX 5 

Proposals for Further Geological Investigations 

of the Erldunda - Curtin Springs Area 

1. 	 Stratigraphic hole in the northern extremity of OP214, where 

the Bitter Springs Formation crops out, to obtain cores from 

the Bitter Springs for source rock evaluation. 

2. 	 Stratigraphic hole 12 km southeast of Curtin Springs in an 

area where the Inindia Beds crop out, to obtain cores from 

the Inindia Beds for source rock evaluation. This hole 

would also be sited on a complex zone of magnetic anomalies 

where the source is estimated to be at a depth of 70 metres. 

The magnetic source is believed to be volcanics within the 

Bitter Springs Formation, however the field geology would 

suggest the source is within the Inindia Beds or is at a 

much greater depth. 

3. 	 Stratigraphic hole in the northern part of OP214 in an area 

of Winnall Beds outcrop, to obtain cores from the Winnall 

Beds for source rock evaluation. 

4. 	 Stratigraphic hole 3 km south or 8 km southwest of East 

Lake Dam to provide information on the stratigraphic 

succession and in particular to show if the Larapinta 

Group directly overlies the Bitter Springs Formation in 

this area as is suspected. The former location is on the 

north flank of a mapped anticline and the latter on the 

axis of a mapped syncline. Each location is also sited 

on a magnetic anomaly with the source estimated to be at 

300 metres and 365 metres respectively. 

5. 	 A stratigraphic hole to investigate the prism of probable 

early Palaeozoic sediments revealed on seismic lines 

82-04A, 82-05 and 82-06 but not present at Erldunda No.1. 

This could be sited at S.P. 120 on line 82-06 on a rollover 



in these sediments, or at S.P. 170 where it would intersect 

a reduced section of the Palaeozoic rocks, but would be on 

the axis of an underlying anticline in the Bitter Springs 

Formation. Alternatively its location could await 

additional seismic work (see 10 below). 

6. 	 Further seismic reconnaissance of the area east of longitude 

132 0 (the area of good data) to define the regional 

structural setting. Lines should be in northeasterly and 

northwesterly directions to be dip and strike lines. 

7. 	 Investigation of the form of the Basin margin south of 

Mt. Conner by seismic traverses with gravity readings along 

them. 

8. 	 Definition of the "half graben" feature at Mt. Ebenezer 

by seismic dip lines, determining its relationship to the 

outcrops in the north and investigating its continuation 

to the southeast. 

9. 	 Further investigation of the graben feature at S.P. 500 

on line 82-13 by seismic lines designed to record steep 

dips. 

10. 	 Seismic mapping of the late Proterozoic anticlinal structure 

crossing lines 82-05 and 82-06. 
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